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ABSTRACT
Electromagnetic metamaterials have demonstrated unique and unprecedented
behaviors in a laboratory setting.

They achieve these novel properties by utilizing

geometry and structure, as opposed to a strict reliance on chemical composition, to
dictate their interactions with electromagnetic (EM) radiation. As such, metamaterials
significantly expand the toolkit from which engineers can draw when designing devices
that interact with EM waves. However, the flexibility afforded by these structures also
implies environmental sensitivities not seen in traditional material systems. Some recent
efforts have bore this out; demonstrating significant strain- and temperature-dependence
in metamaterial samples.
To date, little has been done to fundamentally understand the mechanisms driving
these dependencies. This understanding is crucial for developing engineering-quality
predictions of the EM performance of metamaterial structures in a relevant environment;
a crucial step in transitioning this technology from laboratory novelty to fielded
capability.
vii

This study leverages equivalent circuit models to understand and predict the
strain-

and

temperature-dependent

EM

properties

of

metamaterial

structures.

Straightforward analytic expressions for the equivalent circuit parameters (resistance,
inductance, capacitance) detail the strain-induced changes in geometry as well as the
temperature-dependence of the metamaterial’s constituent materials. These expressions
are initially utilized to predict the strain-dependent shift in resonant frequency; a key
descriptor of the metamaterial’s EM behavior. These same expressions are then utilized
to describe the metamaterial’s strain- and temperature-dependent EM constitutive
properties (permittivity, ε, and permeability, µ), which are critical for solving Maxwell’s
equations and performing EM simulations within the material.
This study focused on the Electric-LC (ELC) resonator; a design commonly used
to provide a tailored response to the electric field of the EM wave. However, the author
believes that the same process, and similar analytic expressions for the circuit parameters
and constitutive properties, could be used to successfully predict the strain- and
temperature-dependence of other metamaterial structures, to include Split-RingResonators (SRRs), a design commonly used to provide a tailored magnetic response to
EM waves.
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GLOSSARY

Dielectric Constant

See Permittivity

Index of Refraction

(η) Ratio of the speed of light in vacuum, to the phase velocity in
the medium of interest:  

Group Velocity

c
. Can be less than one, or negative.
vp

The speed of light in a medium. Always less than the speed of
light in a vacuum. The speed at which information is propagated.

Permeability

(μ) a measure of the change in magnetic induction produced when
a magnetic material replaces air, expressed as a coefficient or a set
of coefficients that multiply the components of magnetic intensity
to give the components of magnetic induction [1]. Is technically a
2nd order tensor (denoted by bold faced font), composed of
complex variables (µ).

Permittivity

(ε) A measure of the ability of a material to resist the formation of
an electric field within it, equal to the ratio between the electric
flux density and the electric field strength generated by an electric
charge in the material [1].

Also called the dielectric constant.

As with the permeability, also a complex, 2nd order tensor (ε).
Phase Velocity

(vp) The velocity with which a simple harmonic wave is
propagated, equal to the wavelength divided by the period of
vibration [2]. Note: can be higher than the speed of light.

Polarization

Describes the plane of the electric field in an electromagnetic
wave.
xxiii

Q/Quality-Factor

For resonant structures, describes the sharpness, or steepness of the
response.

In Figure 1, it is f0/Δf, where f0 is the resonant

frequency, and Δf is the width at half the maximum power.

Figure 1. Quality Factor (Q) for a resonant structure.
RF

Radio Frequency. GHz/Microwaves fall within this regime.

S parameters

Scattering parameters. Specifically S11, S12, S21, S22. S11 and
S22 describe the relative power of the reflection off a sample and
S12 and S21 describe the relative transmission through a sample.
S21 refers to the power of the signal, received at 2, normalized by
what was transmitted at 1. Often presented on a power dB scale,
where doubling a quantity equates to a change of ~6 dB
[dB=20log10(P2/P1)].

Wavenumber

(k) The angular frequency divided by the phase velocity (k=2πf/vp)

xxiv

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

RELEVANCE OF THE RESEARCH
Over the last decade, the nascent field of ElectroMagnetic (EM) metamaterials

has received an extraordinary amount of interest [3]. Metamaterials [4] are artificially
structured composite materials, made by patterning subwavelength inclusions, which
yield effective medium behaviors that can be equivalently described as homogeneous
materials with effective constitutive parameters: i.e., permittivity and permeability
[5][6][7][8].

This is analogous to mechanical systems, where a complex medium

consisting of innumerable molecular and atomic bonds, grain boundaries, engineering
composites, etc., can be equivalently described via effective parameters (e.g. stiffness and
thermal conductivity tensors).

Metamaterials can exhibit electromagnetic properties

difficult or even impossible to achieve with naturally occurring materials; one of the most
widely known being Negative Index of refraction Materials (NIM). The ability to design
and deliver novel electromagnetic properties (reflectivity, absorptivity, transmittance,
index of refraction, wave impedance, and negative phase advance) opens a world of
possibilities and potentially conveys unprecedented capabilities for a variety of
applications. As a result, multiple government agencies, industry, and academia have
invested heavily in the development of metamaterials for a wide range of frequencies of
interest [9].
At microwave frequencies, where wavelengths are of length scales equal to or
greater than centimeters, associated devices and systems tend to be correspondingly
large. This naturally suggests, or in cases requires, the incorporation of electromagnetic
response into structurally large systems. This, in turn, can place mechanical and other
1

environmental demands on the material, particularly where said material is designed to be
inherently multifunctional.

Areas where metamaterials might be used include EM

windows, signature control, surface wave control in phased arrays, or in devices such as
lenses, waveguides, beam manipulators, reflectors, antennas, gratings, or cloaks. While
tremendous advancements have been made in our abilities to produce metamaterials
exhibiting novel electromagnetic properties, little has yet been done to understand the
material’s suitability to an operational environment.

Of critical importance is an

understanding of the interplay between electromagnetic and mechanical phenomena.
Because metamaterial EM response is so strongly tied to geometry and locally
enhanced fields [10], it implies metamaterials have the potential to exhibit environmental
sensitivities beyond those observed in traditional approaches and materials.
Understanding the interdependencies between mechanical and thermal loading, and the
resultant changes in EM performance is crucial for transitioning this technology from
laboratory novelty to operational capability. As described in Section 1.4, a number of
efforts have illustrated, but not fully developed the physical mechanisms driving these
linkages.

This research seeks to describe metamaterial strain and temperature-

dependence in a manner that enables engineers to accurately predict metamaterial
behavior in an operational environment.
To illustrate the relevance of this research, consider the metamaterial lens
depicted in Figure 2. The flat composite plate is able to focus microwaves through a
radially varying index of refraction. As mechanical loads and/or changing temperatures
are applied to the lens, the strains and/or shifts in material properties induce changes to
the EM characteristics of the subwavelength inclusions/unit cells. Aggregating that effect

2

over the entirety of the lens affects a change in focal length and potentially induces
significant aberrations in the image. An engineer would need to understand the lens’
sensitivity to the operational environment in order to a) mitigate those effects, b) develop
adequate compensation schemes, or c) possibly maximize that sensitivity for a given
application.

Figure 2. Gradient index lens. The index of refraction is varied radially, enabling a flat plate to
focus microwave frequencies. Additionally, the lens is impedance-matched to free space to
minimize reflections [11].

3

1.2.

BACKGROUND ON ELECTROMAGENTIC METAMATERIALS

In 1996, Sir John Pendry and his colleagues demonstrated that an array of thin
wires could produce a medium with an effective negative permittivity at GHz
frequencies; analogous to the behavior of solid metals at ultraviolet (UV) frequencies [5].
In 1999, Sir Pendry presented the concept of artificial magnetic materials, where a
composite structure, composed of non-magnetic parts, is able to exhibit a magnetic
response [10]. Additionally, the paper presents the design and analytical expression for
the Split Ring Resonator (SRR, an example is depicted in Figure 3) that enables the
development of structures with a negative effective permeability (a phenomenon not
known to occur in natural materials).

Figure 3. Split-Ring Resonator (SRR) from [10].
In 2000, David Smith and his colleagues combined Pendry’s negative permittivity
and negative permeability structures to create a Negative-Index Material (NIM) [7][8].
Such materials exhibit the non-natural phenomenon of negative index of refraction;
electromagnetic waves are refracted in the negative direction of the angle specified by
Snell’s law, and phase velocity is anti-parallel to the group velocity. This demonstration
4

of patently un-natural behavior suggested that metamaterials could greatly enhance our
ability to control, and engineer, a structure’s interaction with electromagnetic waves.
Since these publications, the field of metamaterials has boomed, with developments
covering such wide ranging topics as perfect lenses [12], cloaks [13][14], gradient index
lenses [11], waveguide filters [15], perfect absorbers [16], and imaging beyond the
diffraction limit [17]. As exemplified in [13][14][11], metamaterials enable the designer
to develop intricate anisotropic and non-homogenous structures, further expanding our
ability to manipulate interactions with electromagnetic waves. To enhance the design
process, the concept of Transformation Optics [18] was produced.

Transformation

Optics allows the designer to determine how the permittivity and permeability tensors can
vary, throughout a structure, in order to produce the desired propagation of EM within the
medium.
As depicted in Figure 4, normal materials provide a limited range of
electromagnetic properties. Furthermore, most materials are non-magnetic (μ=1), so they
elicit no response when subjected to a magnetic field. Therefore, the vast majority of
materials fall along a single vector in the ε-μ design space, severely limiting the
designer’s ability to control interactions with EM waves. However, metamaterials have
the potential to dramatically broaden that trade space, by enabling the design of materials
with a wide range of ε and μ values.
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Figure 4: Metamaterials open up a much broader design space, in terms of controlling the
propagation of electromagnetic waves.

While tremendous advancements have been made in our abilities to produce novel
electromagnetic properties (some examples are presented in Figure 5), little has been
done to understand the material’s suitability in an operational environment. Of critical
importance is an understanding of the interplay between electromagnetic and mechanical
phenomena.
A significant benefit of metamaterials is that the numerous, sub-wavelength
inclusions result in effective medium behaviors that can equivalently be described as
piecewise continuous constitutive parameters; i.e. permittivity and permeability [19].
This ability to model the EM properties of the metamaterial as a continuous medium
enables straightforward coupling with similar models utilized for assessing mechanical
behavior.

6

Figure 5. At left, depiction of a metametarial unit cell used in the gradient index lens shown in
Figure 2; typical metamaterial samples contain many thousands of cells. Central picture;
hardware from Duke University’s successful 2-D cloaking experiment, where the central section
was virtually invisible at the frequency of interest [13]. At right, Duke’s broadband ground-plane
cloak which operated over a wide range of frequencies and incidence angles [14].
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1.3

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE PROPAGATION THROUGH A MEDIUM
Before talking about the specifics of this research effort, it is pertinent to briefly

cover the physics of electromagnetic wave propagation through a medium.

The

following four equations are the differential form of Maxwell’s equations for propagation
in matter [20][21]
 
D  f

 
B
 E  
t

{0}

 
 B  0


  
D
 H  J f 
t


Where the arrow indicates a vector quantity, ρf is the free charge density, and J f is the
free electrical current.
Additionally, the constitutive parameters for linear, isotropic media provide the
following relationships


D  εE

{1}

 1 
H  B
μ

It is important to note that the permeability and permittivity of a material can be
anisotropic; thus, they are more accurately defined as a tensor of rank 2 (as opposed to
the scalar values detailed for typical/isotropic materials). Additionally, the flexibility of
metamaterials allows the designer to develop materials that enable direct coupling
between the electric and magnetic field [22][23][24][25][26]; referred to as bi-anisotropy
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or magneto-electric coupling. Thus, a more appropriate constitutive relationship for a
generic metamaterial is captured via the following equation, which describes a fully bianisotropic material


 D  ε
    
B ζ
  


ξ  E 
  
μ  H 

{2}

Where the arrow again indicates a 1st order tensor (vector field), and bold font indicates a
2nd order tensor. ε and μ are the permittivity and permeability tensors of the material,
respectively, and ξ and ζ are the coupling tensors.
This shows that a fully bi-anisotropic material may require the definition of up to
36 material parameters in order to model the propagation of electromagnetic waves. As
in mechanical systems, certain laws of physics and symmetries in the material system can
be used to eliminate and/or develop dependencies between the terms [27]; thus, reducing
the number of independent terms which must be solved. This will be demonstrated in
Section 2.1.
Understanding how these material parameters vary throughout the region of
interest allows relatively simple and efficient solutions to the propagation of
electromagnetic waves through complex media. The difficulties lie in a) developing
materials with the correct material parameters, and b) retrieving all of parameters
necessary to perform accurate electromagnetic simulations involving arbitrary
polarizations and angles of incidence. Additionally, because the EM properties are so
strongly tied to geometry and locally enhanced electric and/or magnetic fields, the
fundamental hypothesis of this research is that these parameters (ε, μ, ξ, and ζ) are
functions of temperature and strain (T, E).
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1.4

LITERATURE SEARCH
A limited number of efforts have investigated the strain- [28][29][30] and

temperature-dependence [31][32][33][34][35] of electromagnetic metamaterials. Melik,
et al. proposed to use metamaterials as wireless strain sensors [28][29]. In laboratory
tests, the authors tracked resonant frequency as a function of applied load, demonstrating
linear sensitivity over an extended range. However, neither paper properly conveyed the
full strain profile acting on the metamaterial unit cell (shown in Figure 6); both papers
described strain as a scalar quantity, as opposed to defining the individual components of
the strain-tensor. As detailed in Section 2.2, an infinite combination of strain components
can result in the same shift in resonant frequency; thus, the resonant shift, taken alone,
cannot uniquely describe the strain field present on the structure. The test results also
demonstrated appreciable loss of Quality-factor (Q) with load, likely due to a nonuniform strain profile (as detailed in Section 2.4) and the resultant spreading of the
metamaterial’s EM response.

Pryce, et al. placed gold metamaterial traces on a

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate [30]. The frequency response of the samples
demonstrated significant sensitivity to strain and the authors utilized equivalent circuit
parameters to qualitatively describe the observed strain-dependence. Unfortunately, the
authors incorrectly attributed the observed hysteresis to plasticity in the PDMS. Given
the geometry, and the direction of loading, plastic deformation in the gold would increase
the conductive path length, inducing a reduction in the gap between conducting elements.
As detailed in Section 2.2, this results in an increase in both the metamaterial’s
inductance and capacitance, leading to the observed permanent red-shift in the resonant
frequency. Plasticity in the PDMS, however, would cause a permanent increase in the
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gap between conductive elements, as well as compressive loads on the conductive traces,
thereby reducing the overall capacitance and inductance. Thus, plasticity in the PDMS
would serve to increase the metamaterial’s resonance (which was not the observed
effect). While these efforts empirically demonstrated metamaterial strain-dependence,
they illustrate a fundamental misunderstanding of the complexity of mechanical
phenomena and their role in metamaterial strain-dependent EM response.

Figure 6. SRR from [28].

Alici and Ozbay demonstrated the temperature dependent behavior of a magnetic
ring resonator [31]. The authors utilized equivalent circuit parameters to describe the
increase in the metamaterial’s resonant strength at lower temperatures. Varadan and Ji
demonstrated the temperature-dependence of SRRs in a laboratory environment [32].
The authors attributed the temperature-dependence to three causes; temperaturedependent permittivity of the substrate, temperature-dependent conductivity in metallic
conductive traces, and thermally-driven strain.

Equivalent circuit parameters were

utilized to describe the change in the metamaterial’s resonance. Aside from the research
captured in this dissertation, Varadan and Ji’s work provides the most significant
description of, and insight into, metamaterial sensitivity to mechanical and/or thermal
loading.
11

The efforts detailed in [33][34][35] also investigated temperature-dependence in
metamaterial samples. However, the configurations for these samples are not generally
traceable to designs that operate at radio frequencies. These papers also did not provide
significant insight into the mechanics driving the metamaterial temperature-dependence,
thus providing limited applicability to other metamaterial designs.
All of the studies detailed previously describe the behavior of magnetic (μ-only)
metamaterials (designed to interact with the magnetic field of the EM wave). However,
many metamaterials are ε-only (designed to interact with the electric field of the EM
wave), or require both electric and magnetic contributions.

Additionally, with the

exception of [32], the studies did not present sufficient insight into metamaterial strainand/or temperature-dependence such that the knowledge could be applied to other
metamaterial designs and/or loading scenarios.
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1.5

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This research seeks to quantitatively describe how electrical (ε-only)

metamaterials behave when subjected to temperature changes and mechanical loading.
Equivalent circuit models, and circuit parameters, are utilized to analytically describe
metamaterial EM performance as a function of strain and temperature.
While standard numerical techniques can be used to model metamaterial strain- and
temperature-dependence, analytic expressions provide a number of unique benefits:
1. Analytic expressions can be leveraged to rapidly predict the unique strain- and
temperature-dependent constitutive properties of a wide range of unit cell
designs that share a common equivalent circuit model.
2. Analytic expressions describe the behavior over the continuum of strains and
temperatures of interest, whereas numerical techniques provide discrete sets of
results for the conditions explicitly modeled.
3. Analytic expressions for metamaterial constitutive properties enable the use of
continuum approaches for EM modeling. The use of continuum approaches, as
opposed to directly solving interactions with a metamaterial’s complex
geometry, reduces model size by at least five orders of magnitude.
4. As a result, the use of analytic expressions are crucial for the efficient
determination of the EM performance of large structures, with multiple unit cell
designs, subjected to complicated strain and temperature profiles.
Additionally, the use of analytic expressions provides the design engineer with significant
insight into the physics behind metamaterial strain- and temperature-dependence. The
same level of understanding is not provided when conducting numerical analyses.
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The ultimate goal of this research is to develop a process that enables engineers
to quickly produce analytic expressions for the strain- and temperature-dependent
permittivity (ε) and permeability (μ) for a family of metamaterial elements (family is
meant to convey a set of elements with the same equivalent circuit model, but with
different material properties and/or dimensions). In this way, if the strain field and
temperature profile for a complex structure are known, the curves for the permittivity and
permeability can be quickly generated over the entirety of the loaded structure, leading to
rapid and accurate electromagnetic modeling of dynamic, time-variant problems. This
understanding will also allow engineers to more competently mitigate, or possibly
enhance, a metamaterial’s strain- and/or temperature-sensitivities, dependent upon the
requirements of the system.
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2
2.1

METAMATERIAL STRAIN-DEPENDENCE
UNIT CELL DESIGN
The metamaterial unit cell design that forms the basis of this research is shown in

Figure 7. The electric-inductor-capacitor (ELC) resonator is a design commonly used in
metamaterials to provide a tailored electric response to electromagnetic waves [36].
Designed by SensorMetrix [37], this ELC operates at X-band, and utilizes two parallel
capacitors for enhanced resonant response. It is produced by electrode depositing 1-oz
copper (34 μm) on a 1/16th inch thick sheet of Rogers’ RT/Duroid-5880 [38].

Y
X

Figure 7. ELC unit cell with pertinent dimensions. Also shown is the reference coordinate
frame that will be used throughout the remainder of this research.
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Figure 8 shows the scattering (S) parameters and phase for one unit cell of the
medium, utilizing standard numerical techniques [39]. Only S11 and S21 are shown,
because this unit cell is reciprocal (i.e. the performance is the same for waves propagating
in the +Z and –Z direction), so S11=S22 and S21=S12 [40]. As the figure shows, the cell
is designed to resonate at 9.33 GHz, with a Quality Factor (Q) of ~200.

Figure 8. Numerically generated S-parameter curves and phase diagram for the
baseline/unstrained unit cell, illustrating a resonance at 9.33 GHz.
An important design feature is that this cell is designed to operate at a single
polarization; specifically, it is designed to interact with the vector component of the
electric field oriented in the Y-direction (refer to Figure 7) of an electromagnetic wave
propagating normal to the surface of the cell. The research detailed in this document will
restrict the analysis to this designed orientation (normal incidence, Y-polarized).
Another feature that plays a role in this research is the flexibility provided by this
unit cell design. Metamaterial designers often take a unit cell that operates close to the
frequency of interest and alter the length of the capacitor pads (1mm in Figure 7), the
separation between capacitor pads (0.254 mm in Figure 7), and/or the dielectric constant
of the substrate to tune the metamaterial to provide an optimized response for a particular
16

requirement. It is therefore an underlying goal of this research to enable the efficient
determination of strain- and temperature-dependence for a family of unit cells, as
opposed to a single point design.
As mentioned previously, the most general form of the constitutive relationship
for electromagnetic materials is captured in Eq. {2} (re-copied for clarity).




Understanding the material properties that relate D and B to E and H allow efficient

modeling of the propagation of electromagnetic waves through complex media.


 D  ε
    
B ζ
  


ξ  E 
  
μ  H 

{2}

Even restricting the analysis to normal incidence and a single polarization
(electric field aligned with the Y-axis) requires the definition of up to twelve distinct
material properties in order to solve Maxwell’s equations. However, the symmetries
present in this study allow one to quickly eliminate terms from consideration.
The first symmetry is due to the fact that the material is reciprocal; the behavior is
the same for propagation in the positive and negative Z-direction. The second is due to
the assumption that the gradients in mechanical loading and temperature operate over
length scales much larger than the unit cell. This ensures that the loads being applied
through the boundaries are symmetric. Coupled with the inherent symmetry of the unit
cell, these symmetries dictate that the loaded unit cell displays point of inversion
symmetry, even for the complex strain profiles encountered with low stiffness substrates
(presented in Section 2.4). As presented in [41][42], inversion symmetry explicitly
requires an absence of bi-anisotropy; therefore, ζ and ξ are identically equal to zero.
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It is also reasonable to assume a lack of out-of-plane rotations of the
electromagnetic wave, since the metamaterial sample, as well as all of the layers that
comprise the composite structure, are normal to the direction of the propagation.
Additionally, numerical analyses showed that the rotated electromagnetic fields induced
via cross-polarization (off-diagonal) terms are insignificant when compared to the fields
aligned with the primary polarization. Therefore, the material properties of interest for
this effort are εYY and μXX..
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2.2

ANALYTICALLY DESCRIBING A METAMATERIAL’S STRAINDEPENDENT RESONANT FREQUENCY

As shown in Section 2.1 and Figure 8, the resonant frequency is often a critical
design feature for a metamaterial structure; resonance is often necessary for achieving the
unique EM properties enabled by metamaterials [5][6][7][8][10][11][12].

Standard

electrical engineering practices [20][21] and investigations into metamaterial behavior
[28][29][30][31][32][43] frequently utilize lumped circuit elements (in this case,
inductors and capacitors) to analytically describe a structure’s resonant frequency. As a
result, initial attempts to analytically describe metamaterial strain-dependent behavior
focused on predicting the shift in resonance with applied strain.

2.2.1. Introduction
A significant amount of interest lies in integrating metamaterial functionality into
load-bearing structures [11][44][45][46]. These interests are utilized to formulate some
of the underlying assumptions for the subsequent analyses:
a) As mentioned in Section 1.1, many systems operating at X-band frequencies
are structurally large. As a result, each metamaterial unit cell can be modeled
as a nearly infinitesimal part of a much larger structure; it also enables the
complex unit cell to be equivalently modeled as a homogenous slab with
effective constitutive parameters [22][47]. Therefore, neglecting the strong
gradients that occur at locations of structural attachment, it is assumed that the
load profile for the preponderance of the metamaterial surface is
homogeneous and symmetric at the unit cell level; i.e. that the gradients of
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stress and temperature operate over scales much larger than the dimensions of
the unit cell.
b) The subwavelength inclusions of the metamaterial do not contribute
significantly to the stiffness of the composite structure. Load-bearing implies
that the structure is produced from high modulus materials, and has sufficient
thickness to resist bending loads. As a result, the copper is assumed to move
uniformly with the underlying substrate; i.e. perfect strain transfer into the
copper, and negligible local stiffening effects. Section 2.4 will detail how
metamaterial strain-dependence is affected when this assumption is removed.
c) The analysis assumes linear-elastic behavior in the constituent materials, in
order to produce processes and trends that are general and easily transitioned
to other designs and material choices.

The onset and growth of plastic

deformation is path-dependent and necessarily implies a loss of generality.
While the strain levels used in this study routinely exceed the elastic limit of
the materials implemented in the model, the extended range of strains
engendered high confidence in the form of the relationships between strain,
temperature, and EM performance. For the metamaterial designer, material
choice, and their inherent elastic limits, will serve to dictate which portions of
the curves/trends are applicable for their particular design. This analysis also
neglects the onset of buckling, and other mechanical phenomena that are
structure-dependent.
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2.2.2

Numerical Modeling

Figure 9. Unit cell and baseline/unloaded S-Parameter data [50].

As a result of these assumptions, the strain profile is approximately uniform
across the unit cell depicted in Figure 9. Due to the uniformity in the strain profile, and
the resultant absence of higher order terms, a linear system can be utilized to describe the
deformed geometry of the unit cell, taking the form [48]:
X 1
 1
Y  
Z1 
 

 E XX
E
 XY
 E XZ

E XY
EYY
EYZ

E XZ   X 0   X 0 
   
EYZ   Y 0    Y 0 
0 
 0
E ZZ  
Z  Z 

{3}

The superscript 0 and 1 refer to the undeformed and deformed geometries, respectively,
and the 3x3 matrix is the mechanical strain tensor. The model accommodates different
values of Ezz in the substrate and copper, due to the differing mechanical properties in the
materials. As significant out-of-plane bending is not expected, the analysis is restricted
to in-plane loads. This assumption is further supported in prior analysis and experiments
on curved, transformation optical metamaterials (Figure 10), where changes in the
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electromagnetic performance of metamaterial structures, due to curvature in the unit cell,
were shown to be negligible [13][49]. Therefore, the terms EXZ and EYZ are set equal to
zero.

Figure 10. Microwave cloak from [13]
The unit cell was modeled in ANSYS-HFSS [39], utilizing equation surfaces that
integrate the strain tensor transformation, Eq. {3}, into the surface descriptions. Thus,
the model accommodates geometry changes resulting from any arbitrary in-plane loading
scenario. To determine the impact of various strain states on the electromagnetic
scattering properties (S-parameters), parametric sweeps were run in which the global
variables EXX, EXY, EYY, EZZS, and EZZC were varied; where S and C in the subscript refer
to the substrate and copper, respectively. Each strain component was stepped over the
range -5% and +5% with the S-parameters computed at each step. The influence of each
strain component was evaluated separately.
Although the form of the strain-dependence was not known a-priori (power,
logarithmic, linear, etc.), it was assumed that the trend should be consistent over the
tested range; e.g. monotonically increasing the strain value consistently decreases the
resonant frequency. When the parametric analysis did not produce a consistent trend, the
convergence criteria was tightened and the analysis re-run. The modeling results were
considered accurate when tightening the convergence criteria resulted in identical curves
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for the resonant frequency as a function of strain. This process was chosen, because a
significant problem with the modeling task was that the errors were deterministic; if a
particular set-up returned an incorrect solution, re-initializing the model, and then reaccomplishing the analysis simply returned the same incorrect solution.
The process utilized by HFSS to produce the S-parameter curves (S11, S21, S12,
S22) was to first determine the S-parameters at the user defined solution frequency. It
then refined the mesh and re-solved the problem until the difference between sequential
solutions (referred to as the ―delta-S‖) fell below the convergence criteria. The solver
then used that same mesh to solve over the entire frequency range of interest (known as a
―Fast Sweep‖). The software then incremented to the next strain value and repeated the
process.
A significant amount of effort was required to force the software to refine the
mesh sufficiently, such that it delivered a consistent trend over the entire range of strain
values. A satisfactory trade between speed and accuracy was found by using the higher
of the frequencies at which S21=S11 (10.3 GHz for this cell) as the solution frequency,
setting a very tight tolerance (delta-S = 0.0025, or -52.04 dB), and requiring two
consecutive passes within that tolerance. Speed was increased significantly by allowing
the software to utilize curvilinear and mixed mode elements (allows solution within each
element to be either scalar, linear, quadratic, etc.).
Even after significant optimization, the software still required approximately 24
hrs to solve 40 permutations of strain. The computer used for the simulation was a Dell
Precision T7500, with 25GB of memory and eight parallel processors, running at near
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100%.

Each successfully converged solution required between 200,000 to 300,000

tetrahedra.
The solutions from the simulation demonstrated that out-of-plane normal strains
(affecting the thickness of the copper and substrate) produce a negligible effect on the
electromagnetic scattering. However, the in-plane strains (EXX, EXY, and EYY) produce a
measurable effect, as depicted in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Transmission (S21) of the metamaterial with different strain inputs. Baseline implies
no applied strain [50].

2.2.3

Analytic Description

To better understand the mechanisms associated with the strain-dependent scattering,
analytic expressions for the equivalent circuit parameters of the ELC medium were
applied. The capacitance (C) for a co-planar capacitor can be approximated as [51]
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C  Ca  Cs
2  H
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 s 1
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W
s 4
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Ca   0

{4}

Where W, s, and H are the geometrical parameters of the ELC, as depicted in Figure 9.
The subscripts a and s refer to air/vacuum and substrate, respectively, and β=5/2. The
self-inductance (L) of a thin, conducting strip can be approximated as [52]
L

 0l   2l  1 b
b2 
ln







2   b  2 3l 24l 2 

{5}

Where l is length and b is width of the conducting strip. Loop inductance can be
neglected, due to the symmetry of the unit cell [53]. The total effective inductance
and capacitance for the unit cell (accounting for the addition of parallel and/or series
capacitors and inductors, as well as inter- and intra-cell capacitances) were computed,
and used to determine the element’s resonant frequency as a function of strain. The
resonant frequency of the strained unit cell can be written relative to the unstrained
resonant frequency as [21]

 0 

1

L C 

1
L C
 0
L C 
L C 
L C
L C

{6}

Where the primes correspond to the strained unit cell and unprimed corresponds to the
baseline/unstrained cell. Eqs. {4-6} allow predictions of the shift in the resonant
frequency that are in quantitative agreement with the full-wave simulations. Figure 12
depicts the resonant frequency as a function of the applied, in-plane normal strain,
comparing the analytic predictions to the solutions of the full-wave simulation.
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As

Figure 12 shows, the analytic predictions and the simulation results for EXX and EYY are in
strong agreement.
Resonant Frequency as a Function of In-Plane Normal Strain
9.7

Analytic, Exx

Resonant Freq (GHz)

9.6

HFSS, Exx

9.5

Analytic, Eyy

9.4
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Figure 12. Resonant frequency as a function of in-plane normal strains

Referring to Figure 9, one can qualitatively observe that a tensile strain (extension) in
the X-direction causes an increase in both the ELC element’s self-inductance (increases
in Eq. {5}) and capacitance (increases W in Eqs. {4}), resulting in a decrease in the
resonant frequency. A compressive strain causes the opposite effect. Conversely, a
tensile strain in the Y-direction causes an increase in the ELC element’s inductance
(again by increasing in Eq. {5}), while decreasing the cell’s capacitance (increasing s in
Eqs. {4}). While the two influences are in opposition, the inductance change dominates,
resulting in a net decrease in the resonant frequency. A shear strain (irrespective of sign)
causes a small increase in the ELC element’s inductance (increases ) as well as a slight
increase in the cell’s capacitance (decreases s), resulting in a slight drop in the resonant
frequency.
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While the trends in Figure 12 are not strictly linear (according to Eqs. {4-6}), they
can be approximated by linear trends for the range of deformations pertinent to most
mechanical systems. The apparent linearity of the trends allows the resultant resonant
frequency—for a metamaterial surface subjected to any complex in-plane loading
scenario (components of

,

, and

)—to

be accurately predicted via

superposition of the influence from each of the individual strain components. Thus, the
strain-dependent resonant frequency for this particular unit cell is described by the
equation f 0 GHz  9.33  5.35E XX  4.06EYY  0.4 E XY

.

2.2.4 Conclusion
The resonance is a critical parameter in many metamaterial designs and provides a
critical data point for describing and understanding the structure’s effective medium
properties.

Analytically describing the strain-dependence of the resonant frequency

provides significant insight into a metamaterial’s behavior when mechanically loaded.
However, as detailed in Section 1.3, efficient modeling of metamaterial performance is
enabled through the description of the EM constitutive parameters (ε and μ). The next
section details efforts to analytically describe the strain-dependent permittivity and
permeability of the metamaterial structure.
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2.3

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT ANALYSIS OF METAMATERIAL STRAINDEPENDENT EFFECTIVE MEDIUM PARAMETERS
As detailed in Section 2.1, the metamaterial’s effective permittivity (εYY) and

permeability (μXX) are the key constitutive material properties required to efficiently
solve the propagation and interaction of EM waves. This section expands upon the
analysis of Section 2.2 to analytically describe and predict how the permittivity and
permeability change with applied strain.

2.3.1

Numerical Modeling and Parameter Retrieval
Utilizing the S-parameter results from the previous section (Figure 9 and Figure

11), effective medium parameters (ε, µ) were retrieved via the following standard
inversion algorithm [40].
n

z

 1
1
2
2 
cos 1 
1  S11
 S 21

kd
 2S 21






{7}

1  S11 2  S 212
1  S11 2  S 212

  n z ,   nz
Where n is the index of refraction, z is the characteristic impedance, k is the
wavenumber (2π/λ), and d is shown in Figure 13. Figure 14 shows values for the
metamaterial’s permittivity, permeability, characteristic impedance, and index of
refraction.
Of note, even though the dimensions of the unit cell necessarily change with the
applied strain, the lattice constant d was kept constant in the parameter retrieval process
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for all configurations/strain states. Figure 15 shows the material’s permittivity at several
different strain conditions.

Figure 13. Unit cell geometry.W=1mm, d=3.85mm, H=0.762mm, s=0.254mm [54].
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Figure 14. Retrieved parameters for the baseline/unloaded unit cell, showing both the real
(solid line) and imaginary (dashed line) components of the permittivity (ε), permeability (µ), wave
impedence (z), and index of refraction (n). The X-axis is frequency (in GHz).
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Figure 15. Effective permittivity of the unit cell at different strain states (simulated in
HFSS). The top chart shows the permittivity change with respect to normal strains in the
X-direction (Exx), while the bottom chart shows the permittivity curves responding to a
normal strain in the Y-direction (Eyy). As detailed in Section 2.2, the unit cell is more
sensitive to Exx than Eyy [54].
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The permittivity and permeability for this electrically resonant (non-magnetic)
metamaterial can be described analytically, via the following set of equations [22]

θd
2
 
θd
θd
sin cos
2
2
θd
θd
  2 cos
θd
2
sin
2

.

{8}

Eqs. {8} represent an approximate analytical form for the effective medium
parameters of a thin layer of electrically resonant polarizable elements embedded within a
cubic cell of dimension d. The effective permittivity of the layer is assumed to have the
Drude-Lorentz form given by

  f   b 

f p2

{9}

f 2  f 02  i e f

Where f p , f 0 and  e are the plasma frequency, resonant frequency, and damping
parameters of the ELC, respectively. These parameters are generally related to the
geometry and equivalent circuit parameters associated with the element. The propagation
constant, θ, has the form

  neff



{10}

c .

The sine and cosine terms in Eq. {8} account for spatial dispersion—or the
spatial inhomogeneity of the structure. While the ELC (as with other metamaterial
structures) occupies a significant portion of the unit cell, the effective response can
nevertheless be modeled as being situated in a small volume within that cell, with the
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remainder being air (or whatever the host dielectric material is). The inhomogeneity
introduces artifacts into the otherwise Lorentzian-like constitutive parameters that are
well described by the additional terms in Eqs. {8}. In particular, utilizing the relationship
for θ, it is possible to remove the effects of spatial dispersion from the simulated
constitutive parameters, and finally extract values for the Lorentzian-like ELC oscillator
(  , shown later in Figure 17). Standard curve fitting procedures (such as those available
in MatLab’s Curve Fitting Toolbox [55]) can then be applied to determine the values of
εb, f0, fp, and Γe.
2.3.2

Description via Equivalent Circuit Parameters
While Eq. {9} has been previously applied to evaluate electric metamaterial

structures, it does not quite represent a full description of the ELC and must be modified
through the use of a more detailed circuit model, depicted schematically in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Equivalent circuit model of the ELC metamaterial unit cell. For this design,
Cint=2C1 [54].

To obtain the appropriate expression for the effective permittivity, one must first
calculate the impedance for the circuit model shown in Figure 16, which consists of
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external capacitances in series with a parallel LC circuit. The impedance of the structure
can be written as ztot  zCext  zL || zCint . Using zC  1/  iC  and zL  i L , results in

ztot 

1   2 L  Cext  Cint 

iCext 1   2 LCint 

.

{10}

The expression for the impedance, Eq. {10}, can be utilized in conjunction with a
transmission line formulation to arrive at an approximate expression for the effective
permittivity of the ELC. In the limit that the free-space wavelength is much larger than
the unit cell dimension, the transmission line model gives [56]

  1

z0
.
iztot kd

{11}

Inserting the impedance expression Eq. {10} into Eq. {11}, gives
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d 0
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{12}

1
. The effect of resistive losses can be incorporated into the model by
LCint

assuming the resistive paths are identical to the inductive paths, and letting L  L 

R
.
i

Analogous to the process outlined in Section 2.2, Eqs. {4 and 5} are used to
describe the equivalent circuit parameters required for Eq. {12}. Since these expressions
reveal the explicit dependence of the circuit parameters on geometry, a complete
analytical description of the strain-dependent permittivity and permeability is facilitated.
The capacitance (C) for a co-planar capacitor can be approximated as [51]
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C  Ca  Cs
H

ln  2 W
 
s 
 s 1
Cs   0
W
s 4
 ln 
hs 
Ca   0

2

{4}

Where W, s, and H are the geometrical parameters of the ELC, as depicted in Figure 13.
The subscripts a and s refer to air/vacuum and substrate, respectively, and β=5/2. The
self-inductance (L) of a thin, conducting strip has the form [52]
L

 0l   2l  1 b
b2 
ln     

2   b  2 3l 24l 2 

{5}

Where l is length and b is width of the conducting strip. The resistance of any
length resistor can be simply approximated by
R

l
A

{13}

where σ is the conductivity, and l and A the length and cross-sectional area of the
conductor.
Inserting the analytic circuit parameter equations into Eq. {12} results in an
expression for the effective permittivity that can be compared with that retrieved from a
full wave simulation. First consider an unstrained unit cell to obtain a baseline response.
While Eqs. {4, 5, and 13} are only approximate (the unit cell geometry lies outside some
of the assumptions used for their derivation), they are nevertheless accurate enough to
enable curve-fitting between the two functions. A good fit, utilizing MatLab’s Curve
Fitting Toolbox, was achieved using the following values: Cint=2.94x10-14 F,
Cext=4.84x10-14 F, L=3.74x10-9 H, and R=0.74 Ω (refer to Figure 16 for the circuit model
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of the unit cell). Figure 17 shows the

extracted from the simulation, compared to the

analytic expression. For the resistance calculation, it is well known that the harmonic
input causes the induced currents to reside on the surface of the conductor. Good
agreement with the curve fit results was achieved by using 1 skin-depth at resonance


 


2


0   to calculate the cross-sectional area (A=bδ) of the conductor in Eq.

{13}.

Figure 17. Analytic (e fit) vs simulation-derived (e) Lorentzian-like ELC oscillator (  ) used for
curve-fitting purposes [54].

A curve fit was also performed on the original form of  to check the
appropriateness of the values used for the circuit model. The following relationships
demonstrate concurrence between the alternative forms of the analytic expression ε 
[21]:
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1 R
 31.5 MHz
2 L
1
1
f0 
 9.33 GHz
2 L  Cint  Cext 

e 

{14}

With  successfully defined, the effects of spatial dispersion are then included via
the relationship [22]:
sin

d
2

 

kd
2

{15}

This last piece of information is crucial, because it implies that full knowledge of
 (Eq. {12}) allows full reconstruction of the permittivity and permeability curves. So

understanding the strain-dependent behavior of the metamaterial is distilled to
understanding the strain-dependent behavior of four critical parameters: Cint, Cext, L, and
R. Furthermore, each of these parameters is a readily described function of geometry.
Thus, mechanical strain (a change in geometry) can be readily integrated into Eqs. {4, 5,
and 13} to ascertain the strain-dependent electromagnetic behavior of the metamaterial.
With Eq. {12} defined, Eq. {15} is utilized to determine the phase advance across
the unit cell, subsequently applying the determined values of  and θd to Eq. {8}. In this
way, the full frequency dependent permittivity and permeability functions can be
determined. Figure 18 shows the analytically-constructed permittivity compared to the
permittivity retrieved from the full-wave simulation for the baseline/unstrained unit cell.
Equations {4, 5, and 13} are then used to describe the strain-dependence of Cint,
Cext, L, and R. These trends are linearized, with minor loss of accuracy, providing the
following strain-dependent descriptions for the circuit elements of Eq. {12}:

  Cint 1  E XX  0.056EYY 
Cint

{16}
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  Cext 1  E XX  0.042EYY 
Cext
L  L1  0.11E XX  0.89EYY 
R  R1  0.58E XX  0.58EYY 

Where the primes again denote the strained configuration and the unprimed values
correspond to the baseline/unloaded condition.

Figure 18. Analytic (e fit) vs simulation-derived (e) permittivity curves for unit cell show
in Figure 13 [54].
As a general rule, a metamaterial’s sensitivity to strain is configuration dependent.
Relationships like Eqs. {4, 5, and 13} can be used to quickly and efficiently determine
the strain–dependence (i.e. the slopes in the above expressions) of many unit cell
variations that share the same circuit model.
Using the relationships of Eqs. {16}, the values for the capacitances, inductance,
and resistance were determined for a given strain state. These values were input into
equation {12}, and the aforementioned process repeated to produce the permittivity
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curves for the deformed/strained unit cell. In Figure 19 and Figure 20, the straindependent analytic expression for the permittivity and permeability are compared to that
found by retrieving the relevant parameters extracted from full-wave simulations. The
curves shown are from the extreme values of the strain envelope modeled for this effort;
EXX=EYY=-5% and EXX=EYY=+5%.
As Figure 19 and Figure 20 clearly demonstrate, these relatively simple
expressions accurately reproduce the quite disparate frequency responses at the different
strain states.
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Figure 19. Strain-dependent analytic expression of the permittivity (e fit) compared to full-wave
simulations (e). The two graphs again demonstrate the high degree of agreement over a large
range of strain states [54].
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Figure 20. Strain-dependent analytic expression of the permeability (u fit) compared to fullwave simulations (u). The two graphs again demonstrate the high degree of agreement over a
large range of strain states [54].
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2.3.3

Conclusion
The agreement found for the permittivity of the ELC as derived from the analytic

model and the full wave simulations demonstrates that a metamaterial’s strain-dependent
permittivity and permeability curves can be accurately reproduced though the use of an
equivalent circuit model, and explicit expressions for those equivalent circuit elements
(as verified using full-wave simulations). The expressions for capacitance, inductance,
and resistance are readily described functions of geometry, and are thus easily modified
to include small changes to that geometry (i.e. mechanical strain). Similar expressions
and processes could be used to describe the strain-dependent electromagnetic behavior of
magnetic metamaterials, owing to similar analytic expressions for their constitutive
properties and equivalent circuit elements.
The use of analytical approximations to the circuit parameters as a means to
introduce the effect of strain might seem unnecessary, since numerical simulations can
readily account for these effects. Still, the set of analytical formulas enables a library to
be developed for a given structure, and its performance rapidly assessed without resorting
to full wave simulations. Moreover, as other physical effects are included, such as
temperature dependence, quasi-analytical approaches become increasingly efficient and
advantageous.
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2.4

THE ROLE OF SUBSTRATE ELASTIC MODULUS IN THE STRAINDEPENDENT BEHAVIOR OF ELECTROMAGNETIC METAMATERIALS:
MULTIPHYSICS MODELING AND TEST RESULTS
ψ

Ratio of the strain in the conducting layer, to the strain at the unit cell
level,

l l 

d d 
d i

Eii

Strain of the unit cell in the i-direction,

ϵii

Differential strain at a point. Analysis restricted to normal strains,

f0

Resonant Frequency. f0=ω0/2π

χ

Ratio of the strain in the substrate, between conductive traces, to the strain
at the unit cell level, s s 

di
u i

xi

d d 

ω0

Angular resonant frequency. ω0 = 2πf0

Y

Young’s, or Elastic, Modulus. The use of a subscript denotes a particular
material.

2.4.1

Introduction
The studies detailed in the previous two sub-sections imparted the simplifying

assumption that the stiffness (Elastic/Young’s modulus) of the substrate was on the order
of the stiffness of the conductive traces (in this case, copper). This assumption is valid
for a wide range of envisioned metamaterial implementations, particularly those where
the metamaterial will be integrated directly into/onto a load-bearing structure
[44][45][46].

This simplification imparts a near uniform in-plane strain-profile

throughout the metamaterial unit cell (Eij ≈ ϵij); i.e. the differential term for the in-plane
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mechanical strain is constant throughout the unit cell, and identical to the global value.
This enables straightforward analytic description of the metamaterial’s strain-dependent
constitutive properties through relatively simple geometric expressions.
However, a number of metamaterial structures utilize lower modulus dielectrics
as the substrate material. When a softer substrate is utilized, mechanical loading imparts
a significantly more complicated strain profile within the unit cell, as demonstrated in
Figure 21 and Figure 22. As a result, interpretation of the deformed geometry, and the
resultant change in the geometric parameters of the equivalent circuit elements, becomes
increasingly complicated.
This section details efforts to understand the role that Elastic Modulus plays in the
strain-dependent EM properties of metamaterial structures. Shear-lag models are utilized
to explain strain transfer into the conductive traces of a metamaterial, and equivalent
circuit models are leveraged to convey that knowledge into approximate predictions of a
metamaterial’s strain-dependent EM performance.

Multi-physics modeling was

performed to assess the metamaterial’s strain-dependent EM performance, as a function
of substrate modulus, and testing was conducted to verify and corroborate those models.
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Figure 21. Simulation results from COMSOL Multiphysics [57]. Electric field,
superimposed on the (software exaggerated) deformed geometry. On the left are samples with
low modulus substrates (Y*=1%), on the right are samples with high modulus substrates
(Y*=100%). Y* is the ratio of the substrate to copper modulus. Top two pictures depict Exx=5%, bottom two pictures depict Exx=+5%. The two scales to the right of each picture detail the
strength of the electric field (left bar) and total displacement (right bar).
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Figure 22. Simulation results from COMSOL Multphysics [57]. Electric field, superimposed on
the (software exaggerated) deformed geometry. On the left are samples with low modulus
substrates (Y*=1%), on the right are samples with high modulus substrates (Y*=100%). Y* is
the ratio of the substrate to copper modulus. Top two pictures depict Eyy=-5%, bottom two
pictures depict Eyy=+5%. The two scales to the right of each picture detail the strength of the
electric field (left bar) and total displacement (right bar)
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2.4.2. Multiphysics Modeling
2.4.2.1 Shear-Lag Models
Shear lag models, developed and utilized for the composites-repair and structural
health monitoring communities [58][59][60][61][62], describe strain transfer into layered
systems. These provide useful insight and intuition into the increasing level of nonhomogeneity in the unit cell’s strain profile as the substrate’s modulus is decreased.
Figure 23 depicts the geometric parameters used in the following shear-lag analysis.

Figure 23. Depiction of a conductive trace placed on a dielectric substrate. For the shear lag
analysis, d>>L and L>>tc, tc=0.034mm and ts=1.5875mm.

The expressions from the 2-D analysis performed in [58] are normalized for a
given boundary displacement (as opposed to a load at the boundary) to determine the
level of stress in the conductive layer. Additionally, due to the construction of many
metamaterial unit cells, it is reasonable to assume perfect bonding between the substrate
and copper [63] (i.e. the substrate will fail before the bond), leading to the following
expression for the stress in the copper.
 *

 XXC  FS t 1  S   E XX St S YS t 1  S   E XX St YS 1  S 
C
C







{17}



* *
Where S is the ratio defined by S  YC t C YS t S   1 Y t , Y is the material’s Young’s
*
*
Modulus, E XX  d , t are the thicknesses (Figure 23), t  t S t C , and Y  YS YC .

d
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Assuming linear elastic behavior, the strain in the conductive layer is then found via
Hook’s Law
XXC 

 XXC
YC

 Y *t * 
E XX  St S YS


 E XX  * *
.
t C 1  S 
YC 
 Y t  1

{18}

Figure 24 shows the strain profile in the copper, given a number of different
modulus ratios (Y*), and a prescribed 5% tensile boundary extension E XX  0.05 .

Figure 24. Strain profile in the copper/conductive trace as a function of modulus ratio (Y *).
Analysis assumes perfect bonding between the conductive and dielectric substrate layers, a
boundary strain of 5%, and t*=46.7 (Figure 23).

Integrating these solutions, with respect to x, provides the change in length in the
copper L  , for the given boundary displacement. Figure 25 shows the strain level in
the copper L L  , as a function of modulus ratio (Y*) and strain at the boundaries

d d  .
As Figure 25 demonstrates, due to the thicknesses of the substrate and conductive
layers, L L experiences a relatively minor change, even when there is a significant
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disparity in the moduli (10:1) of the materials. As a result, there is little difference in the
strain-dependent EM-performance of the Y*=10% and Y*=100% metamaterial structures.
However, as the modulus ratio is further reduced, the extension of the copper decreases
appreciably; implying a significantly different strain-dependence. These implications are
validated later, via multi-physics FEM analyses.

Figure 25. Strain in the copper layer L L  , as a function of modulus ratio (Y*) and d d . A
slope of 1 L L  d d  is provided for reference.

While the preceding shear-lag analysis was conducted on an idealized geometry
(i.e. 2-D and d>>L, which are not representative of the geometry of a metamaterial unit
cell), and does not account for shear-lag effects near the edges of the copper layer, the
insight shall prove beneficial for understanding the interplay between substrate elastic
modulus and the metamaterial’s strain-dependent EM response.
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2.4.2.2 Description via Equivalent Circuit Elements
As demonstrated in [28][29][30][50][54], the use of equivalent circuit elements
can be extremely useful for gaining insight into the strain-dependent behavior of
metamaterial structures. In Section 2.2, the strain-dependent resonant frequency for an
ELC was predicted through the use of analytic expressions. The resonant frequency for
the deformed unit cell is given by

 0 

1
LC
 0
 0
LC 
LC 

1

,

{19}

L*C *

Where the primes denote the deformed geometry and the unprimed values are the
baseline/unstrained parameters, and L  L L and C  C C . For reference, the self*

*

'

'

inductance (L) of a thin, conducting strip can be approximated as [52]
L

 0 l   2l  1 b
b2 
ln







2   b  2 3l 24l 2 

{5}

where l is length and b (Figure 13) is the width of the conducting strip. Loop inductance
can be neglected, due to the symmetry of this unit cell [50][53][54]. The capacitance (C)
for a co-planar capacitor can be approximated as [51]
C  Ca  Cs
2b  s 

ln  2
W
 
s 
 s 1
Cs   0
W
s 4
 ln 
ts 
Ca   0

2

{4}

Where the geometric parameters are detailed in Figure 13 and Figure 23, the subscript a
and s refer to air and substrate, respectively, and
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.

As mentioned before, the previous sections analyzed a metamaterial that was
constructed on a thick, high modulus substrate. These simplifying assumptions enabled
direct integration of the strained geometry into the above analytic expressions, and
ensured the capacitors remained approximately parallel in the strained condition.
However, as the substrate modulus is decreased, the strain-profile for a mechanicallyloaded unit cell becomes increasing complex (as depicted in Figure 21 and Figure 22) and
defies direct description via analytic expressions.
However, utilizing the values for the strain in the copper that were determined in
Section 2.4.2.1, as well as the geometry of the unit cell (Figure 26), it is possible to
generate first-order approximations of the changes in dimensions for both the copper
layer, and the substrate regions between conductive traces.

The strain level in the

conductive traces is found via Eq. {18}
 Y *t * 
iiC  Eii   * *
 Eii
 Y t  1

{20}

Where ψ is the ratio of the strain in the copper to the strain in the unit cell. To determine
the strain level in the substrate layer, between conductive traces, one can leverage a
natural consequence of strain compatibility in solid mechanics; because the analysis is
limited to linear-elastic behavior, strain is a continuous function and does not allow
regions of material gapping or overlap [64]. The following equation details that the total
extension of the unit cell is equal to the sum of the extensions in the unit cell’s
components (conductive traces plus regions of substrate between conductive traces)

d 1  Eii   lc 1 Eii   l s 1  Eii   lc 1 Eii   d  lc 1  Eii 
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{21}

Where lc is the length of the conductive trace along the path of interest (Figure 26), ls is
the total length of substrate along the same path l s  d  lc  , and χ is the ratio of the
strain in the substrate (between conductive traces) to the strain at the unit cell level.

Figure 26. Length of copper, used to calculate C1 when subjected to EYY.
Solving Eq. {21} for χ leads to



1
Eii

 d 1  Eii   l c 1  Eii   d  l c
.

 1 
d  lc
d  lc



{22}

The strain level in the substrate it then determined via the following equation,
 Y *t * 
l

d  l c  * *
1 c
d
d  l c
 Y t  1 E 
iiS  Eii 
Eii 
ii
d  lc
d  lc

 Y *t * 
 * *

 Y t 1 E .
ii
lc
1
d

{23}

Table 1 shows ψ and χ for a variety of Y* values, given the dimensions shown in Figure
13 and Figure 23. As the table shows, a reduction in Y* implies a reduction in the strain
level in the conductive traces (ψ details the magnitude of the strain-reduction) and a
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corresponding increase in strain in the substrate region between conductive traces (χ
details the degree of strain-magnification).
Y*

Ψ

χ

(Modulus Ratio)

(Strain multiplier for Copper)

(strain multiplier for substrate)

∞

1

1

100%

0.98

1.11

10%

0.82

1.95

1%

0.32

4.67

0.1%

0.04

6.13

0

0

6.39

Table 1. Strain multipliers for the conducting and substrate regions of the metamaterial sample.
Analysis utilized dimensions detailed in Figure 13 and Figure 23; t*=46.7 and lc=3.264mm.
These values for єiiC and єiiS can then be incorporated into Eqs. {4 and 5} to
determine the deformed geometry and describe the metamaterial’s strain-dependent
inductance and capacitance. The values for L and C are then used to determine the
resonant frequency as a function of modulus ratio and strain/boundary displacement, via
Eq. {19}. It is again important to note that this analysis is approximate because the
analysis of Section 2.4.2.1 does not properly account for a) the finite dimensions of the
unit cell, b) the unit cell’s resistance to rotations in the conductive traces, and c) Eqs. {5}
assume parallel capacitor pads when the unit cell is deformed under load; an assumption
that is violated for certain loading scenarios as the modulus ratio decreases (Figure 21
and Figure 22). As a result this analysis tends to underpredict the extension in the copper
and overpredict the extension in the unreinforced substrate layers.
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Figure 27 and Figure 28 show the analytically-derived shifts in resonant
frequency as a function of modulus ratio and EXX and EYY, respectively. The shift in
resonant frequency is defined as
f 0  f 0'  f 0 

 0'  0

2 2

{24}

Where the primed values are at the deformed/loaded condition, and the unprimed values
correspond to the baseline/unloaded state.
As Figure 27 demonstrates, the metamaterial’s sensitivity to EXX decreases
monotonically with reduced modulus ratios.

However, Figure 28 (EYY) shows

significantly different behavior. As the modulus ratio is reduced from 100% to 10%, the
unit cell exhibits decreased sensitivity to loading in the Y-direction; similar to the results
in Figure 27. However, as the modulus ratio is decreased further, the trend reverses
direction (i.e. a tensile load now induces an increase, as opposed to a decrease, in the
resonant frequency) and departs from linearity.
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Figure 27. Analytically derived shift in resonant frequency as a function of strain (EXX) and
modulus ratio

Figure 28. Analytically derived shift in resonant frequency as a function of strain (EYY) and
modulus ratio
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To understand the physical mechanisms driving the relationship between modulus
ratio, applied strain, and resonant frequency, it is useful to break that function into its
constituent components: L and C.
Figure 29 shows how the unit cell’s inductance changes with EXX, for a variety of
modulus ratios. Strain/boundary displacements in the X-direction impart changes to the
dimensions ―l‖ and ―b‖ in Eq. {5}; both of which are dimensions relating to the
conductive traces of the metamaterial unit cell. Since low values of Y * lead to reduced
strain transfer into the conductive traces, a reduction in modulus ratio necessarily leads to
reduced EXX-dependence in the unit cell’s inductance.
Figure 30 show the capacitance as a function of EXX and modulus ratio. EXX
alters the parameter ―W‖ in Eqs. {4}, which is also a dimension relating to the conductive
traces. As a result, lower values of Y* similarly translate into reduced sensitivity in the
metamaterial’s capacitance, when subjected to applied normal strains in the X-direction
(EXX).
Since both the inductance and capacitance of the metamaterial exhibit reduced
sensitivity to EXX at low values of Y*, the resonant frequency similarly becomes less
sensitive to EXX at low values of Y*; thus explaining the trends depicted in Figure 27.
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Figure 29. Analytically-derived, normalized change in unit cell inductance, as a function of EXX
and modulus ratio.

Figure 30. Analytically-derived, normalized change in unit cell capacitance, as a function of EXX
and modulus ratio.
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Figure 31 and Figure 32 show the change in the unit cell’s inductance and
capacitance, respectively, as a function of EYY and Y*. Similar to the X-directed strains,
boundary displacements in the Y-direction impart changes to the dimensions ―l‖ and ―b‖
in Eq. {5}. Thus, a lower Y* value translates into lower strain levels being conveyed into
the conductive traces, and a unit cell inductance that demonstrates lower sensitivity to
applied strain. This trend is depicted in Figure 31.
A Y-directed strain imparts changes to the dimensions ―s‖ and ―H‖ in Eqs. {4};
note that H=2b+s. ―b‖ is a dimension of the conductive traces, and ―s‖ is a substrate
dimension. As shown in Table 1, the substrate dimensions demonstrate much greater
sensitivity to applied strains at lower values of Y*; thus, Eqs. {4} demonstrate increased
sensitivity to Y-directed strains at lower values of Y*. Additionally, as shown in Figure
32, Eqs. {4} become increasingly non-linear at low Y* values.
It now becomes apparent that the features of Figure 28 (non-linearity, reversal of
trend) depict a change from inductance-dominated behavior at high Y* values to
capacitance-dominated behavior at low Y* values.
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Figure 31. Analytically-derived, normalized change in unit cell inductance, as a function of EYY
and modulus ratio.

Figure 32. Analytically-derived, normalized change in unit cell capacitance, as a function of EYY
and modulus ratio.
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2.4.2.3 Finite Element Modeling (FEM)
To effectively model the complex interplay between mechanical loading,
constituent mechanical properties, and EM performance, COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a
[57] was utilized to directly measure the EM performance of the mechanically-strained
unit cell. The unit cell does not incorporate electro- or magneto-strictive materials so it is
assumed that the relationship between mechanical strain and EM performance is causal
(as opposed to coupled), implying that mechanical strain influences the EM performance,
but the EM environment does not directly impart mechanical loading/strain on the unit
cell. Consistent with the previous analyses, mechanical loads/strains are conveyed into
the unit cell via displacements at the periodic boundary surfaces to enable direct
comparison of the strain-dependent response of metamaterials with differing substrate
moduli. Additionally, this loading method enabled direct comparison with the ANSYSHFSS [39] results from [50],[54] and Section 2.2, which ensured consistency between the
disparate models and software packages (i.e. model verification) and allowed model
validation with the test results, presented later.
The Structural Mechanics module in COMSOL was utilized to determine the
complex, 3-D deformed geometry of the loaded metamaterial unit cell (some examples
shown in Figure 21 and Figure 22). As in the previous sections, the mechanical model
assumes linear elastic behavior in the constituent materials. The deformed geometry was
then tracked by the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) moving mesh mode in order to
serve as the configuration for the EM analysis in the RF Module.
The model was constructed to take advantage of nested parameter sweeps.
Boundary displacements were stepped from -5 to +5% d d  , in one direction, while
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the orthogonal boundaries were constrained. Within each loading step, the deformed
geometry was incorporated into the RF Module in order to perform a frequency sweep
and extract S-parameter data.
Figure 33 and Figure 34 show the COMSOL results detailing the change in
resonant frequency as a function of strain and modulus ratio. The dimensions and
parameters are the same as those described in Figure 13 and Figure 23. As in Section 2.2,
the shift in the metamaterial’s resonant frequency is the superposition of the influence of
the individual strain components. Note the similarity between the numerical results
(Figure 33 and Figure 34) and the first-order analytic approximations (Figure 27 and
Figure 28).
As in Figure 27, Figure 33 shows a reduction in modulus ratio leads to a decrease
in the metamaterial’s sensitivity to X-directed normal strains. As described earlier, a
softer substrate conveys less strain into the conductive traces, resulting in less change in
the unit cell’s inductance and capacitances.

Additionally, the trend remains

approximately linear over the range of material properties investigated.
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Figure 33. Numerically derived shift in resonant frequency as a function of strain (Exx) and
modulus ratio

Figure 34 shows the metamaterial’s shift in resonant frequency as a function of
modulus ratio and strain in the Y-direction. Similar to the trends depicted in Figure 28,
as the substrate’s modulus is continuously decreased, the numerical results predict a
decrease in the metamaterial’s sensitivity to strain, eventually resulting in a departure
from linearity, and an eventual reversal of the trend. As detailed in Section 2.4.2.2, when
the modulus of the substrate drops below a critical value, a tensile strain in the Ydirection now results in an increase in the metamaterial’s resonant frequency.
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Figure 34. Numerically derived shift in resonant frequency as a function of strain (Eyy) and
modulus ratio

Figure 21 and Figure 22 show some of the simulations results depicting the
electric fields superimposed over the deformed geometry of the unit cell. Figure 21 (EXX)
shows that the capacitors remain approximately parallel, even when utilizing a low
modulus substrate and applying relatively large levels of strain. Additionally, the softer
substrate conveys a diminished level of strain into the conductive traces, resulting in
decreased sensitivity to the applied boundary displacements.
Figure 22 (EYY) demonstrates a similar reduction of the extension in the
conductive layer, when using a softer substrate. However, of particular interest are the
exaggeration of the change in the capacitive gap and the non-parallel orientation between
the capacitor faces (for low values Y*).

Both of these factors help to explain the

departure from linearity as the modulus of the substrate is reduced.
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2.4.3

Testing

2.4.3.1 Metamaterial Samples
The metamaterial samples tested in this effort featured a 6‖x6‖ metamaterial
section (array of copper traces), centered on a 6‖x12‖ piece of dielectric substrate
material. This provided a large metamaterial region for free-space characterization, and
provided a near-uniform strain-field within the central portion of the sample; where the
majority of the energy from the Gaussian microwave beam was focused. The substrate
materials chosen for this effort were Rogers RT/Duroid 5880 [38] and Pyralux [65].
Three different configurations, with two samples per configuration, were
produced to test different strain profiles and material properties.

The sample

configurations are shown in Table 2.
2.4.3.1.1

Mechanical Characterization

To verify the mechanical properties required for analytic and numerical analyses,
as well as the development of the loadframe control schemes (detailed later), substrate
materials were tested in accordance with ASTM D 3039 [66] or ASTM D 882 [67],
depending upon the thickness of the materials. Figure 35 and Figure 36 show the stress
strain curves for the 5880 and Pyralux, respectively.
As seen in the curves, the 5880 is an inherently non-linear material; removing the
load also demonstrated the material to be inelastic over the tested range. The Pyralux, on
the other hand, demonstrated a higher degree of linearity and elasticity.

For both

materials, it was assumed they could be approximated as linear, for the range of
anticipated strains, with minimal loss of accuracy. For the 5880, a Young’s Modulus of
1.75 GPa / 254 ksi was utilized, while a value of 8 GPa / 1160 ksi was used for the
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Pyralux. Both values were significantly higher than the published values provided by the
vendors.

Stress-Strain Curves for Rogers RT/Duroid
5880

Stress (ksi)

5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0.00E+00

-1.00E-02

-5.00E-03

5.00E-03

1.00E-02

1.50E-02

2.00E-02

2.50E-02

Strain

Figure 35. Stress-strain curves for RT/Duroid 5880. Curves to the right show strain in the
direction of loading, curves to the left show strain in the orthogonal direction.

Stress-Strain Curves for Pyralux
18
16

Stress (ksi)

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
-5.00E-03

0
0.00E+00

5.00E-03

1.00E-02

1.50E-02

Strain

Figure 36. Stress-strain curves for the Pyralux. Curves to the right show strain in the direction
of loading, curves to the left show strain in the orthogonal direction.
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Table 2 shows the different configurations, and the as-tested values of Y*, t*, ψ,
χ, and εs for the samples.
Y*

t*

Y*t*

ψ

χ

εs

0.5oz/17µm

7.3%

12.3

0.9

0.33

4.6

3.5

Pyralux

1oz/34µm

7.3%

6.2

0.5

0.44

4.0

3.5

5880

1 oz/34µm

1.6%

46.7

0.8

0.47

3.8

2.2

Substrate

Copper

Material

Thickness

Pyralux

Table 2. Metamaterial sample configurations.

2.4.3.1.2

Numerically-Predicted Strain-Dependence

COMSOL was used to predict the metamaterial samples’ sensitivity to boundary
displacements. Figure 37 shows the results from the multi-physics modeling. Of note is
the similarity in the trends. While the modulus of the 5880 is much lower than that of the
Pyralux, the 5880 samples were significantly thicker. Additionally, the copper traces
were much thinner (i.e. ―b‖ in Eqs. {4 and 5} was ~0.1mm, as opposed to the 0.254mm
specified to the vendor), resulting in less structural rigidity and a greater amount of strain
being conveyed into the copper. According to the COMSOL simulation results (Figure
37), the shift in resonant frequency can be described via the following set of equations,
which allow predictions of the resonant frequency for arbitrary strain profiles (values of
EXX and EYY) in the metamaterial:
f 0Pyralux  4.37 E XX  1.87 EYY
f 05880  4.78E XX  1.97 EYY

.

{25}
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Change in Resonant Frequency
(GHz)

Strain-Dependent Sensitivity for Pyralux
Samples

-0.05

-0.03

0.3
0.2
0.1
0
-0.01-0.1
-0.2
-0.3
Strain

y = -1.8682x - 0.0032
R² = 0.9968
0.01

0.03

Exx
0.05

Eyy

y = -4.3727x + 0.0032
R² = 0.9991

Change in Resonant
Frequency (GHz)

Strain-Dependent Sensitivity for 5880 Samples
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
-0.05

-0.03

-0.01-0.1

y = -1.9727x - 0.0064
R² = 0.9954
0.01

0.03

Exx
0.05

Eyy

y = -4.7818x - 0.0005
R² = 0.9996

-0.2
-0.3
Strain

Figure 37. Numerically derived (COMSOL) sensitivity with applied strain for the Pyralux and
5880 samples. Included are linear curves, fit to the data. These trends are required to correlate
the strain profile with the change in resonant frequency. The Pyralux samples with ½ and 1 oz
copper traces exhibited a 2% difference in the trends predicted in the modeling.

2.4.3.2 EM Characterization of Mechanically-Loaded Metamaterials
2.4.3.2.1

Set-Up

A unique test facility was established at the Center for Metamaterials and
Integrated Plasmonics at Duke University in order to generate empirical data on the
strain-dependent EM performance of metamaterial samples. An Instron [68] 5567, 30 kip
electromechanical loadframe served as the centerpiece for the facility and was used to
impart mechanical loads into the metamaterial sample, via a set of 6-inch wide wedge
grips, developed by Wyoming Test Fixtures [69]. The wedged design grips the sample
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with a compressive force proportional to the tensile load applied via the loadframe (i.e.
the clamping force increases as the loading on the sample is increased). This prevents the
sample from prematurely tearing due to excessive compressive loading at the grip faces.
Due to the smooth surface finish of the metamaterial samples, tungsten-carbide grit was
chosen for the grip-face surfaces in order to prevent slippage during tensile testing.
Additionally, the design of the wedges ensure the central plane of the sample is
coincident with the load axis of the test frame. S-parameter characterization of the
metamaterial sample was accomplished with an Agilent Technologies N5245A PNA-X
Network Analyzer [70]. Rozendal Associates [71] RF Horns (frequencies of operation:
8.2-12.4 GHz) with 2 foot focal length lenses, provided a focused Gaussian beam at the
center of the metamaterial sample. Figure 38 shows the test facility at Duke University.

Figure 38. Multiphysics metamaterial test facility. Shown in the picture are the metamaterial
sample, the loadframe, loadframe control computer, wedge grips, RF horns and focusing lenses,
and vector network analyzer
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This research also required a method for assessing the strain-field on the
metamaterial surface. Photogrammetry was chosen because it a) provides a continuous
description of the strain-field over a large area and b) does not interfere with the RF
characterization of the metamaterial. A 16 megapixel Nikon/Kodak Professional SLR
camera [72], with a non-zooming, wide angle lens, and high performance flash were used
to generate the high-resolution imagery necessary to determine the strain profile on the
loaded metamaterial samples.

2.4.3.2.2

Test Conduct

To prepare the facility for the metamaterial characterization, a thick metal plate
was placed in the wedge grips and tension was applied from the loadframe. This was
performed to ensure the wedge grips were coplanar (not rotated with respect to one
another) and maintained that relationship as load was applied to the sample. Twin laser
levels were then aligned with witness marks on the sides of the wedge grips. The
mechanical linkage between the loadframe and wedge grips provided some laxity about
the Y-axis. The laser levels and witness marks provided assurance that the front plane
did not translate or rotate between the calibration steps and testing of the metamaterial
samples (critical for future retrieval of the sample’s permittivity and permeability). In
tests conducted at the Air Force Research Laboratory/Space Vehicles Directorate
(detailed in the Appendix), a VICON IR motion capture system [73] validated this
process, determining out-of-plane displacements (between samples) were on the order of
1/50th of a wavelength (λ/50). The laser levels and witness marks were utilized every
time a sample was replaced, ensuring the grips did not rotate between RF characterization
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steps. Additionally, the ―return to zero‖ function on the loadframe was utilized to ensure
a consistent Y-location of the grips for all calibration steps and metamaterial tests.
This testing required a high level of resolution in the S-parameter data generated
from the testing. As a result, a Gated Reflect Line (GRL) calibration, utilizing the
Agilent’s Freespace Calibration software [70], was performed to mitigate the effects of
standing waves in the facility. To ensure the accuracy of the GRL calibration, samples
(acrylic, styrene) with known material properties (permittivity and permeability) were
tested to validate the quality of the calibration.
After calibration, the metamaterial sample was clamped, via the wedge grips,
within the loadframe.

Baseline/no load RF characterization was performed on the

sample. A number of time-gates were utilized to ensure the test data captured the
resonant behavior of the metamaterial while minimizing the effects of standing waves.
Figure 39 shows the S-parameters retrieved from a sample, using a variety of time-gates.
The time gates used are shown in Table 3; a time of zero equates to the time at which the
electromagnetic wave hits the front surface of the sample. All test results given in the
remainder of this paper utilize time gate #2.
Gate Entrance

Gate Exit

Gate 1

-500 ps

1 ns

Gate 2

-500 ps

2 ns

Gate 3

-500 ps

3 ns

Gate 4

-500 ps

4 ns

Table 3. Entrance and exit times for the timegates used for the RF characterization of the
metamaterial samples. For the times shown, a value of zero indicates the time at which the
electromagnetic wave hits the front surface of the sample.
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Figure 39. Experimental baseline readings on a 5880 and Pyralux sample, showing a number of
timegates. As the graphs demonstrate, an increase in the window for data collection allows
improved capture of the resonant response, but at the expense of also capturing additional
spurious reflections from the test facility. The response with no time gating is shown for
reference. Also shown are numerical simulation results (FEM in COMSOL). The simulated
frequency range was truncated to focus on the resonance, in an effort to reduce computation
time.
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After RF characterization, a precision scale (ruler) was attached to the front of the
sample (provided a length reference for the photogrammetry) and a number of pictures
were taken, from a variety of angles, in order to determine the baseline geometry of the
sample. Figure 40 contains two pictures taken during this effort.

Figure 40.

Pictures of the metamaterial surface for strain-mapping via photogrammetry.
Photographs were taken from a variety of angles in accordance with best practices [74].
Included in both pictures is the ruler used to provide a length reference

After collecting data on the baseline RF performance and geometry, tensile
loading was applied to the metamaterial sample. The loadframe was controlled via
Bluehill2 version 2.9 [68] software, and utilized several programmed hold points during
the loading profile. Once the loadframe hit a pre-determined load level, a ―hold‖ was
initiated to maintain a constant cross-head displacement/strain level. The sample was
allowed to stress-relieve for 2-3 minutes (depending upon material) to ensure the unit cell
geometry was stable at the new displacement level.
Figure 41 shows the load history from one of the tests.
significant stress-relief in the metamaterial sample.
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Figure 41. Typical load/time curve from one of the Pyralux sample tests.

The graph
demonstrates significant stress relief in the samples during each of the programmed holds (i.e.
mechanical loadframe crosshead maintains constant position). RF characterization and
photography from strain mapping were performed after the load had stabilized during one of the
hold periods.

Once the load level had attained a near steady state, RF characterization was
performed at the deformed geometry, the scale/ruler re-applied, and pictures taken for
assessing the sample’s strain profile at the loaded/deformed geometry. The ―hold‖ on the
loadframe control was ended, and the process (load the specimen to the next programmed
hold, allow material stress-relieving to settle, perform RF characterization, take
photographs) was repeated for each ―hold‖ position delineated in the control scheme.

2.4.3.2.3

Results

To correlate the COMSOL model predictions with the results, it was necessary to
determine the strain profile (EXX and EYY values) of the metamaterial sample.
Photomodeler version 6 [74] software was utilized to integrate 10-12 photographs at each
load increment and determine the spacing between the points denoted in Figure 40. That
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large number of photographs over-defined the geometry, but improved the precision of
the generated geometric solution. Assessing the strain in the loaded sample was then
distilled to determining the change in length between points. Multiple examination
distances were recorded to a) ensure a consistent strain field over the center of the
metamaterial sample, and b) provide better statistics for the strain values and the resultant
shift in resonant frequency.
Table 4 details the strains that were ascertained via photogrammetry (given as a
range of values). The values were input into Eqs. {25} to determine the software
predicted shift (Δfave) in the metamaterial’s resonant frequency. This is also given in
Table 4, along with the standard deviation in the predictions, and the results from the
free-space EM characterization. As the table shows, the predictions are in agreement
with the tests. This agreement is noteworthy, due to the numerous sources of errors in the
process: mechanical properties and the approximation as a linear trend, dimensional
tolerances of the sample, numerical analysis, the onset of plasticity in the samples, the
photogrammetric determination of the strain values, and the accumulation of multiple
round-off errors.
Table 4 also demonstrates how the different materials exhibit disparate EM
responses when subjected to similar loading scenarios. Applying a Y-directed load to the
Pyralux samples generated a decrease in the resonant frequency, while the same load
input generated an increase in the resonant frequency of the 5880 samples. As Figure 37
shows, both materials exhibit similar sensitivities to each of the strain components (EXX
and EYY). However, Figure 35 and Figure 36 show that the substrate materials exhibit
significantly different Poisson’s ratios (  E XX EYY : 0.4 for the 5880 and 0.25 for the
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Pyralux), so the same externally applied load/strain results in different strain values in the
orthogonal direction. When these strain profiles are input into Eqs. {25}, they lead to
predicted shifts in opposing directions.

EXX (%)
EYY (%)
Predicted
Δf0 (GHz)
StDev
Δf0 (GHz)
Test Results
(GHz)

Pyralux,
½oz
Cu,
Sample 1,
2400 lbs

Pyralux,
½oz
Cu,
Sample 2,
2400 lbs

Pyralux,
1oz
Cu,
Sample 1,
2400 lbs

Pyralux,
1oz
Cu,
Sample 2,
2400 lbs

5880,
Sample 1,
1200 lbs

5880,
Sample 1,
1600 lbs

5880,
Sample 2,
1250 lbs

-1.12 to
-1.06
4.16 to
4.3
-0.032

-1.12 to
-0.99
4.03 to
4.1
-0.030

-1.25 to
-1.19
3.76 to
3.96
-0.020

-1.12 to
-1.06
4.03 to
4.1
-0.029

-0.73 to
-0.59
1.10 to
1.14
+0.009

-1.26 to
-0.99
1.83 to
1.87
+0.018

-0.79 to
-0.66
1.10 to
1.14
+0.012

0.002

0.003

0.002

0.001

0.006

0.003

0.003

-0.039

-0.032

-0.026

-0.029

+0.011

+0.018

+0.013

Table 4. Comparison of the predicted shift in the resonant frequency and the empirical results.
Also shown are the strain values determined via Photogrammetry, which are required to
determine the predicted shift.

Figure 42 shows the S21 values retrieved during a test on one of the samples. Of
note is the decrease in the strength of the resonant response when the sample is loaded.
Unlike standard ―dog-bone‖ tensile specimens [66], which provide consistent levels of
stress and strain throughout the test section, the edges of the metamaterial sample (which
had a thin and wide configuration) display significant deviations from the strain profile at
the center of the sample. While the majority of the EM energy does interact with the
center of the metamaterial sample, the non-uniformity in the strain profile effectively
spreads the spectrum of the response (because unit cells with different strain profiles
resonate at different frequencies) and decreases the strength of the sample’s resonant
response. Other efforts experimentally demonstrated this phenomenon [28][29], but did
not detail the underlying physical mechanisms.
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Figure 42. Data set from one metamaterial sample (Pyralux, 1oz, #1). The loads shown refer to
the loadframe hold points at which the data was taken. Typical of the results from the testing
conducted during this effort, the figure demonstrates: a) the strain-dependent shift in the resonant
frequency, and b) spreading of the spectral response and c) a decrease in the resonant strength,
at load.

2.4.4

Conclusions
This section demonstrates that the substrate’s modulus plays a significant role in

the strain-dependent electromagnetic performance of metamaterial structures. Depending
upon the relative thickness and modulus of the constituent materials, the metamaterial
can exhibit dramatically different strain-dependent responses when subjected to
mechanical loading. Shear-lag models were utilized to describe load transfer from the
dielectric substrate into the conductive traces on the surface of the substrate, and how
load transfer changes as a function of substrate modulus. Equivalent circuit parameters
are leveraged to explain how the different strain values in the substrate and conductive
traces translate into changes in the metamaterial’s resonant frequency. Multiphysics
modeling is then utilized to predict the relationship between mechanical strain, material
moduli, and electromagnetic performance.

To validate these models, a unique test
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facility at Duke University was established to generate empirical data on the EM
performance of mechanically-loaded metamaterial samples.
In order to successfully transition metamaterials onto operational systems, these
relationships must be understood to enable predictions of EM performance in a relevant
environment. Additionally, developing a better understanding of the intimate linkage
between mechanical properties and EM performance will allow engineers to more
intelligently design and perform multi-dimensional optimization of these unique
multifunctional structures.
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3

METAMATERIAL TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENCE
Section 2 details processes used to understand and predict metamaterial strain-

dependent electromagnetic response. These processes are now leveraged and expanded
to fully describe metamaterial temperature-dependence. The analysis in this section
returns to the assumption of a stiff substrate, as utilized in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

3.1

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCIES
As in [32], the temperature-dependence of the metamaterial is attributed to three

primary causes:
1) Thermally-induced strains
2) Temperature-dependence of the substrate permittivity
3) Temperature-dependent conductivity of the copper
As detailed in [22] and Section 2.3, the ELC’s permittivity and permeability can be
approximated via the following analytic expressions

d
 
sin

d
2

2
cos

{26}

d
2

d
d
  2 cos .
d
2
sin
2
where d is the length of the unit cell and θ is the propagation constant (   neff


c

),

computed from the numerical simulation. As stated previously, Eqs. {26} are valid for a
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metamaterial that has a predominantly electric resonant response;  represents the
relative homogenized permittivity in the absence of spatial dispersion, with the remaining
terms accounting for the finite phase advance of the wave across the unit cell. Note that
while there is no magnetic response expected, spatial dispersion creates an effective
relative permeability described by the second of Eqs. {26}.
Typically, Eqs. {26} would be used to confirm the retrieved parameters obtained
from numerical simulations. However, if an analytic form is known for the homogenized
permittivity, then Eqs. {26} can be applied to find an analytical expression for the
metamaterial unit cell. As in Section 2.3, by using the equivalent circuit model shown in
Figure 16 for the ELC, along with known analytical expressions for the circuit
parameters, an approximate analytical form for the effective permittivity of a thin ELC
layer (  ) can be obtained

  b 

Cext
d 0

02   2
 C
   1  ext
 Cint
2
0

2

{12}





Where

02 

1
R
and L  L 
.
LCint
i
For this study, εb is equal to 1.495 (not 1) at the reference condition, due to the

non-negligible thickness of the substrate. It should be noted that if the exact expressions
are used for the circuit parameters in Eq. {12}, the effect of interactions between
elements is effectively neglected. The generic resonant form of Eq. {12}, however, is
flexible enough that the basic behavior of the ELC medium can be predicted and
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extrapolated using the quasi-analytic expressions that incorporate the ELC geometry, as
will be shown.
Adding to Eqs. {26} and {12} the dispersion relation [22]
sin

d
2

 

kd
,
2

{15}

it again becomes apparent that describing a metamaterial’s strain- and temperaturedependence can be distilled to understanding the strain- and temperature-dependence of
the four equivalent circuit elements; Cint, Cext, L, and R.
For the unit cell depicted in Figure 13, the following values for the circuit
elements provide strong agreement (depicted in Figure 43) between the simulation
(performed in HFSS™) and analytic expressions: Cint=2.94*10-14 F, Cext=4.84*10-14 F,
L=3.74*10-9 H, and R=0.74 Ω.
Following the process of Sections 2.2 and 2.3, analytic expressions are leveraged
to describe the changes in the equivalent circuit parameters of Eq. {12} when the
metamaterial is subjected to an operational environment (i.e. mechanical loading and/or
temperature changes). Provided again for clarity, the capacitance (C) for a co-planar
capacitor can be approximated as [51]
C  Ca  Cs
H

ln  2 W
 
s 
 s 1
Cs   0
W
s 4
 ln 
hs 
Ca   0

2

{4}

W, s and H are the geometrical parameters of the ELC, as depicted in Figure 13, the
subscripts a and s refer to air/vacuum and substrate, respectively, and β=5/2.
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Figure 43. Analytic (e fit, u fit) vs simulation-derived (e, u) permittivity and permeability curves
for the unit cell being studies, in the baseline condition; at the reference temperature with no
applied mechanical load [75].
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The self-inductance (L) of a thin, conducting strip can be approximated as [52]
L

 0l   2l  1 b
b2 
ln     

2   b  2 3l 24l 2 

{5}

where l is length and b is the width of the conducting strip.
The resistance of any length of conductor can be approximated by
R

l
A

{13}

Where σ is the conductivity, and l and A the length and cross-sectional area of the
conductor (A=bδ, and  

3.1.1

2

0  ).

Thermally-Induced Strains

As before, the metamaterial unit cell is assumed part of a large (>10λ) loadbearing structure. As a result, the copper contributes insignificantly to the stiffness of the
composite structure and the in-plane strain profile is assumed uniform across the unit cell
(i.e. negligible local stiffening effects from the copper).

Similarly, the temperature

profile for the unit cell is assumed to be approximately uniform, owing to the gradients in
the structure’s temperature profile operating over large areas/many unit cells.

The

process in Section 2.2. was followed to develop a model in HFSS™ [39] capable of
accommodating thermal strains and expanded to also include shifts in material properties
due to changes in temperature. For the purposes of this effort, a temperature range of 1500 to +1500C was used, since it envelops the range of temperatures experienced by
many structures in an orbital environment [76].
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Eqs. {4-6} are utilized to describe the equivalent circuit parameters of this unit
cell as a function of mechanical strain (Eij). As before, these trends are linearized, with
minor loss of accuracy, to produce

  Cint 1  EXX  0.056EYY 
Cint

{27}

  Cext 1  E XX  0.042EYY 
Cext
L  L1  0.11E XX  0.89EYY 
R  R1  0.58E XX  0.58EYY 

Where the primes denotes the non-reference (mechanically loaded and/or not at the
reference temperature) condition and the non-primed values connote the parameter values
at the reference condition. Shear strains are neglected, because the analysis of Section
2.2 demonstrated that the metamaterial is over an order of magnitude more sensitive to
normal strains.
The relationship between changes in temperature and mechanical strain, for an
isotropic material under free thermal expansion/contraction has the form [64]
T

E    T dT , i  1,2,3
T
ii

{28}

T

T
Where E ii is the normal, thermally-induced strain component (in this equation, the

double indices do not connote summation), T is the reference temperature (chosen to be
250C), T  is the current temperature, and α is the material’s coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE). Assuming a constant CTE over the range of interest, Eq. {28} reduces
to the linear relationship

EiiT   T   T 

{29}
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Table 5 shows the CTE values for a number of pertinent materials. Since the
focus is on the implementation of metamaterials in operational platforms, it is reasonable
to restrict the analysis to linear-elastic mechanical behavior. As a result, the thermally
induced strains can be superposed with strains induced via mechanical loading [64]

E

ij



 EijM  EijT , i  1,2,3, j  1,2,3 and incorporated into Eqs. {27} to describe the

resultant strain-dependent behavior of the metamaterial.
Material
CTE (α)
COεr
Rogers,
RT- 28ppm/K (X)
-125ppm/K
Duroid-5880
41ppm/K (Y)
[38]
252ppm/K (Z)
Rogers,
RT- 16ppm/K (X,Y) 12ppm/K
Duroid-6002
24ppm/K (Z)
[38]
PTFE [77]
180-250ppm/K -960ppm/K
Cross-linked
70ppm/K
-183ppm/K
Polystyrene
[29]
FR4 [32], [78]
10ppm/K
>2000ppm/K
Copper
17ppm/K
N/A
Table 5. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) and thermal Coefficient of Relative
Permittivity (COεr) for a number of pertinent material systems. ppm=parts per million, or 1e-6.

Temperature-dependent permittivity

3.1.2

As Table 5 shows, many pertinent substrate materials exhibit a temperature
dependent permittivity. The COεr in the table is the thermal coefficient of relative
permittivity, and is an electromagnetic analogue to the CTE. The relationship between
changes in temperature and permittivity can be expressed as
T

 S   CO r T dT   S

{30}

T
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Where

is the permittivity at the current temperature and εS is the permittivity at the

reference temperature. Assuming a constant COεr through the temperature range of
interest, Eq. {30} reduces to the linear relationship

 S  CO r T   T    S

{31}

Referring back to the equations for the circuit elements, the permittivity of the
substrate only plays a role in the capacitances.

Eq. {4} provides the following

relationship between substrate permittivity and the internal and external capacitance of
the unit cell. Again, the trends are linearized, with minor loss of accuracy, resulting in

  Cint 0.293 S  0.355
Cint
  Cext 0.287 S  0.369
Cext

{32}

Temperature-dependent conductivity

3.1.3

The temperature-dependent conductivity of copper can be expressed as




{33}

1   T   T 

where σ is 58e6 Siemens/m at 250C and β is 0.004 for copper. Referring to the equations
for the circuit elements, conductivity only plays a role in the resistance. However, the
resistance change also results in a change in the skin-depth. Utilizing Eq. {13}, as well
as the equation for the skin-depth provides the following relationship

R  R




{34}
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3.2

TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT PERMITTIVITY AND PERMEABILITY
CURVES
Taking advantage of the apparent linearity of the strain-dependence, as well as the

independence of the substrate permittivity and copper conductivity, Eqs. {27, 32, and 34}
are combined to produce the following strain- and temperature-dependent relationships
for the circuit elements of the ELC

  Cint 0.293 S  0.3551  E XX  0.056EYY 
Cint

  Cext 0.287 S  0.3691  E XX  0.042EYY 
Cext
L  L1  0.11E XX  0.89EYY 
R  R   1  0.58E XX  0.58EYY 
  

{35}

Incorporating the relationships in Eqs. {29 and 31} into the capacitance equations
of Eqs. {35}, indicates that the greatest change in capacitance occurs when CTE and
COεr are of the same sign. Conversely, when they are of opposite sign, they tend to
negate the effects of one another.
The inductance equation of Eqs. {35} shows that it is purely strain-dependent,
and not a function of material properties. The resistance equation shows nearly the
opposite effect (for the unit cell of Figure 13, invoking the assumptions of isotropy and
free thermal expansion results in no strain-dependence in the resistance).
An important observation from the relationships of Eqs. {35} is that sound
engineering practices may be employed to mitigate a metamaterial’s temperaturedependence; or conversely, to enhance it. Utilizing materials with low values of CTE (α)
and COεr can lead to near negligible changes in the metamaterial’s inductance and
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capacitances; further reduction of the capacitance changes are possible if α and COεr are
also of opposite sign. As for the resistance, it is an unfortunate fact that good conductors
tend to exhibit strong temperature-dependent conductivities.

Improving the thermal

stability of this factor likely requires a trade with increased ohmic losses.
To demonstrate the dynamic range of the analytic expressions, the following
analysis utilizes large values for the CTE (60 ppm/K, a reasonable value for many
polymeric substrates) and COεr (960ppm/K, same sensitivity as PTFE, but with positive
sign), as well as the temperature-dependent conductivity of copper. Eqs. {29, 32, and
33} were used to determine the material property values at -150 and +150 0C, which are
shown in Table 6.

(Siemens/m)
EXX, EYY, EZZ
EZZC (Cu
thickness)

-1500C
2.032
1.93e9
-0.0105
0.0048

+1500C
2.32
3.87e7
0.0075
-0.0034

Table 6. Strain and material properties at -150 and +150 0C, utilizing the following values:
εS=2.2, α=60ppm/K, COεr=9.6e-4/K, ζ=58e6Siemens/m, and β=0.004

The analysis assumes linear-elastic, isotropic materials, subjected to free thermal
expansion, with constant CTE (α) and COεr throughout the temperature range. However,
the process described in this paper is general, and able to accommodate anisotropy, nonlinearity, more complicated material models, and/or combined mechanical and thermal
loading. These complexities merely imply additional computational burden to arrive at
the strain and material property values that serve as input into Eqs. {35}. The
temperature-dependent strain and material property values from Table 6 can then be
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incorporated into Eqs. {35} to provide the equivalent circuit parameters at the
temperatures of interest; shown in Table 7.
-1500C
0.942Cint
0.942Cext
0.990L
0.301R
1.426

+1500C
1.042Cint
1.043Cext
1.008L
1.499R
1.544

Table 7. Equivalent circuit parameters at -150 and +150 0C, utilizing the strain and material
property values from Table 6.

The values from Table 7 are incorporated into Eqs. {12}, to solve for θd/2 in Eq.
{15}, and then both parts are incorporated into Eqs. {8} to determine the effective
permittivity and permeability of the metamaterial.

Figure 44 shows the analytic

expressions for the permittivity compared to the results of the full-wave simulations. The
figure demonstrates the high level of agreement, over a wide temperature-range, even
when modeling materials with a high degree of temperature-sensitivity.
To understand the metamaterial’s temperature-dependence, it is often useful to
break that dependence down into its constituent parts. Figure 45, Figure 46, and Figure
47 show the permittivity, when the changes in capacitances, inductance, and resistance,
respectively, are introduced independent of each other. In the figures, the black curves
show the full temperature-dependent response, and the blue (cold/-1500C) and red
(hot/+1500C) curves show the effects when only a subset of the circuit parameters are
considered.
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Figure 44. Temperature-dependent analytic expression of the permittivity (e_fit) compared to
full-wave simulations (e). The two graphs demonstrate strong agreement, over a wide
temperature range, even when exaggerated temperature-sensitivities in the material properties
are used.
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Figure 45. Temperature-dependent analytic expression of the permittivity (e_fit), compared to
the results from the full-wave simulation (e), at +/-150C. The analytic expressions only account
for the temperature-dependence of the capacitances. Inductance and resistance are held constant.

Figure 46. Temperature-dependent analytic expression of the permittivity (e_fit), compared to
the results from the full-wave simulation (e), at +/-150C. The analytic expressions only account
for the temperature-dependence of the inductance. Capacitances and resistance are held
constant.
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Figure 47. Temperature-dependent analytic expression of the permittivity (e_fit), compared to
the results from the full-wave simulation (e), at +/-150C. The analytic expressions only account
for the temperature-dependence of the resistance. Capacitances and inductance are held
constant.

As the figures demonstrate, the capacitive change dominates the temperaturesensitivity, in large part because COεr is over an order of magnitude larger than the CTE.
However, the inductive changes due to thermal strains have to be included to properly
account for the full shift in resonance, due to the change in temperature. On the other
hand, the resistance change does not induce a frequency shift in the response, but does
allow the analytic expressions to reflect the respective strength of response at the
different temperatures.
The use of analytic expressions also enables the description of the constitutive
parameters continuously throughout the temperature range of interest. Figure 48 are
surface plots depicting the temperature dependence of the real part of the permittivity,
while Figure 49 shows the temperature dependence of the real part of the permeability.
Similar processes can be utilized to describe the imaginary portions of both properties.
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Figure 48. 3- and 2-D contour plots depicting the temperature-dependent real part of the
permittivity. The expressions assume free thermal expansion/contraction and the following
materials parameters: εS=2.2, α=60ppm/K, COεr=9.6e-4/K, ζ=58e6Siemens/m, and β=0.004.
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Figure 49. 3- and 2-D contour plots depicting the temperature-dependent real part of the
permeability. The expressions assume free thermal expansion/contraction and the following
materials parameters: εS=2.2, α=60ppm/K, COεr=9.6e-4/K, ζ=58e6Siemens/m, and β=0.004.
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3.3 EXTENSION TO MAGNETIC METAMATERIALS
To expand upon a point made at the conclusion of Section 2.3., the author
believes similar processes can be utilized to successfully describe the strain- and
temperature-dependent permittivity and permeability of magnetic metamaterials, owing
to similar equivalent circuit parameters and analytic expressions for their constitutive
properties.
A recent publication by Varadan and Ji [32] provided empirical data and a
quantitative description of the temperature-dependent resonant frequency of metamaterial
sample composed of Split-Ring-Resonators (SRRs). In [32] a low-temperature co-fired
ceramic substrate’s real part of the permittivity changed from 7.36 at room temperature
(200C) to 7.88 at 4000C. Incorporating that unit cell’s geometry into Eqs. {4}, results in

  0.115 S  0.154 . Since the room temperature
the following linearized function: Cint
2
resonance is 10.3 GHz, the relationship 0  1 LS CS [43] can be utilized via the process

in Section 2.2 to predict a resonance of 10.0 GHz at 4000C, closely matching the actual
value of ~9.95 GHz. However, the match is not exact because the analysis does not yet
include the effects of thermal strain, which, as stated above and in [32], contributes to the
shift in resonance.
The above analysis provides much poorer agreement with the FR4 data from [32].
Utilizing Eqs. {4} with the above process predicts a shift in resonance from 10.13 GHz at
room temperature  s  4.33 to 9.97 GHz at 900C  S  4.51 , while the actual value
was 10.03 GHz at 900C [32]. Eqs. {4} neglect the polarization of the material on the
posterior (non-metalized) side of the substrate to calculate capacitance. However, the
FR4 is relatively thin, with a lower dielectric constant; neglecting this term on this
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sample overestimates the change in capacitance and the resonant frequency [79]. An
alternative expression for the capacitance of coplanar strips that captures the fields on the
posterior side of the side of the metamaterial is given by [80]

C  Ca  Cs  C P
Ca   0

H

ln  2 W
 
s 
2

s

Cs   0

s 4
 ln 
hs 

Cp  0

W

H

ln  2 W
 
s 
1

Where the parameters are the same as those utilized in Eqs. {4}, and the subscript p
refers to the posterior side of the sample.

Utilizing this expression results in the

  0.1276 S  0.4474 , which leads to a predicted
following linearized function Cint
resonance of 10.02 GHz at 900C; providing much better agreement with the actual value
of 10.03 GHz.
Analytically describing the strain- and temperature-dependent permittivity and
permeability of magnetic metamaterials will require the development of a  analogue to
Eq. {12}, which can be found in [22]. Additionally, an alternative form of the selfinductance (L) expression, which includes the loop inductance (such as the form found in
[81]) must be utilized.
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3.4

CONCLUSIONS
This section demonstrates that equivalent circuit elements and relatively simple

analytic expressions for their parameters can be used to accurately predict a
metamaterial’s temperature-dependent constitutive properties (ε and µ). Additionally, the
apparent linearity of the trends, over ranges pertinent for most mechanical systems,
allows the prediction of those constitutive properties for arbitrary combinations of
temperature and strain.
The expressions for a metamaterial’s circuit parameters are straightforward
functions of geometry and material properties. They are, therefore, easily modified to
accommodate mechanical strain (by definition, a small change in geometry) as well as
changes in those material properties brought about by a change in temperature.
While standard numerical techniques can be used to model metamaterial strainand temperature-dependence, analytic expressions provide a number of unique benefits:
1. Analytic expressions can be leveraged to rapidly predict the unique strain- and
temperature-dependent constitutive properties of a wide range of unit cell
designs that share a common equivalent circuit model.
2. Analytic expressions describe the behavior over the continuum of strains and
temperatures of interest, whereas numerical techniques provide discrete sets of
results for the conditions explicitly modeled.
3. As a result, the use of analytic expressions enable the efficient determination of
the EM performance of large structures, with multiple unit cell designs,
subjected to complex strain and temperature profiles.
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It is also believed that similar analytic processes can be utilized to describe the
strain- and temperature-dependent behavior of magnetic metamaterial resonators, owing
to similar circuit models and analytic expressions for their constitutive properties.
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4

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
WORK

4.1

CONCLUSIONS
This research sought to develop an understanding of the physical mechanisms that

drive metamaterial strain- and temperature-dependence. By understanding the physical
mechanisms, one can develop processes that enable quantifiable and accurate predictions
of those interdependencies.

As stated multiple times within this document, this

understanding, and the ability to predict metamaterial behavior in an operational
environment, are critical for transitioning this technology from laboratory novelty to
fielded capability.
This research demonstrates that equivalent circuit models can be extremely
powerful tools for understanding and quantifying metamaterial strain- and temperaturedependence. By leveraging relatively simple analytic expressions for a metamaterial’s
equivalent circuit parameters, one can quickly predict a metamaterial’s strain- and
temperature-dependent behavior and EM constitutive material parameters.
As stated in the introduction, while standard numerical techniques can be used to
model metamaterial strain- and temperature-dependence, analytic expressions provide a
number of unique benefits:
1. Analytic expressions can be leveraged to rapidly predict the unique strain- and
temperature-dependent constitutive properties of a wide range of unit cell
designs that share a common equivalent circuit model.
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2. Analytic expressions describe the behavior over the continuum of strains and
temperatures of interest, whereas numerical techniques provide discrete sets of
results for the conditions explicitly modeled.
3. Analytic expressions for metamaterial constitutive properties enable the use of
continuum approaches for EM modeling. The use of continuum approaches, as
opposed to directly solving interactions with a metamaterial’s complex
geometry, reduces model size by at least five orders of magnitude.
4. As a result, the use of analytic expressions are absolutely crucial for the
efficient determination of the EM performance of large structures, with multiple
unit cell designs, subjected to complicated strain and temperature profiles.
Additionally, the use of analytic expressions provide insight into the mechanisms
that drive metamaterial strain- and temperature-dependence.

Similar insight is not

afforded via multiphysics numerical modeling.
In Section 2.2, expressions for inductance and capacitance are utilized to
accurately predict the metamaterial’s strain-dependent resonant frequency.

The

expressions for the metamaterial’s equivalent circuit parameters are straight-forward
functions of geometry; thus strain (a change in geometry) is easily accommodated within
the expressions. Additionally, the resonance is a critical parameter in many metamaterial
designs and provides an important data point for describing and understanding the
structure’s effective medium properties. Section 2.4 leveraged that understanding to
describe the strain-dependent resonant frequency of metamaterials constructed on
soft/low modulus substrates. Simple shear-lag models and multiphysics modeling were
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utilized to describe the role that substrate modulus plays in the strain-dependence of the
metamaterial’s inductance and capacitances.
Section 2.3 expanded upon the analysis of 2.2 by including an expression for
Ohmic resistance, as well as a new analytic expression for the effective permittivity of
the thin-ELC layer (  ' ), within the metamaterial cubic lattice. This enabled prediction
of the metamaterial’s strain dependent permittivity and permeability curves, while
accommodating spatial dispersion and losses. A metamaterial’s effective constitutive
properties (ε and μ) are the key parameters that enable efficient EM modeling of large
and/or complex metamaterial structures.
Section 3 leveraged the equivalent circuit expressions from Sections 2.2 and 2.3
to describe the metamaterial’s temperature-dependent constitutive material properties.
Temperature-dependence was broken into three primary causes: thermally driven strains,
and temperature-dependent permittivity and conductivity.

The previous sections

demonstrated the expressions’ ability to accommodate strain. Those same expressions
also accommodated the pertinent temperature-dependent material properties, enabling
accurate prediction of the metamaterial’s temperature-dependent permittivity and
permeability.
Although not explicitly stated in the previous sections, these expressions
demonstrate a high degree of flexibility to changes in metamaterial configuration.
Referring to Figure 13, the parameters ―s,‖ and ―W,‖ and the substrate’s permittivity were
varied by up to +/-20% with little loss of accuracy between the analytic descriptions and
numerical simulations. Many of the more famous metamaterial designs [11][13][14]
utilize unit cells of the same design family, but with minor changes in critical dimensions,
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to deliver point-wise control of the EM constitutive properties throughout the volume of a
structure. These expressions allow the designer to efficiently ascertain the strain- and
temperature-dependence of the entire family of unit cell designs utilized in a complex
metamaterial structure.
However, caution must be observed in determining which analytic expressions to
utilize to describe metamaterial strain- and temperature-dependence. As described in
Section 3, the thickness of the substrate (as well as its permittivity) will drive whether or
not one has to consider the fields on the posterior (non-metallized) side of the unit cell
when calculating capacitance.

In [79], Chaim, et al., also demonstrated the EM

performance of a metamaterial constructed on a thin substrate is very sensitive to the
dielectric constant of the material placed on the posterior (non-metallized) side of the
sample. That sensitivity diminishes as the substrate increased in thickness.
4.1.1

The Case Against Direct Solution
One may pose an argument against utilizing a continuum-based approach and

effective constitutive parameters when modeling complex metamaterial structures. The
claim is that recent advances in computing allow modeling these highly complex
structures directly. The experiences and lessons detailed in this document refute those
claims.

The models developed to accurately describe metamaterial strain- and

temperature-dependence, at the unit cell level, required between 100,000 to 300,000
tetrahedra; even though these models utilized symmetric or periodic boundary conditions
and truncated waveguides in order to reduce model complexity.

Many envisioned

applications require millions of unit cells, with tens of thousands of unique cell designs.
Attempting to capture this complexity, in a relevant loading environment, is intractable
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via direct solution. Just as in mechanics, metamaterials require the use of effective
constitutive parameters to effectively and efficiently model these complex structures,
especially when the engineer must consider time-variant loading scenarios.

4.1.2

Modeling EM Performance of Complex, Mechanically-Loaded Metamaterial
Structures
To understand how an engineer could implement the process detailed in this

dissertation, reconsider the composite flat-plate lens from Section 1.1 (Figure 50). This
metamaterial structure utilizes a radially-varying index of refraction in order to focus
microwaves.

The high-modulus glass-fiber composite structure is designed to

incorporate both load-bearing and advantageous EM capabilities.
To model the baseline/unloaded behavior of the lens, standard practice dictates
that the engineer must first understand the EM behavior (S-parameters, resonance,
permittivity and permeability curves, index of refraction, wave impedance) of each
unique unit cell design, and their placement within the lens [11].

Figure 50. Flat-plate microwave lens. Lensing is enabled through a radially-varying index of
refraction [11].
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Given these baseline properties, simple scripts (via software tools such as
MatLab) can determine , θd/2, and the magnitude of the equivalent circuit parameters
(inductances, capacitances, resistances). Analytic expressions can then rapidly ascertain
the strain- and temperature-dependence of the equivalent circuit parameters, for each of
the unique unit cell designs in the metamaterial structure.
Utilizing standard mechanical FEM packages (ANSYS [39], COMSOL [57],
etc.), an engineer can determine the strain fields and temperature profile throughout the
lens structure for a given loading scenario. These can then be used to establish the new
circuit parameters, , θd/2, and the EM constitutive properties (ε and µ). These values of
ε and µ are then incorporated directly into the EM model to assess how the mechanical
and/or thermal loads alter image quality (change in focal length, aberrations, etc.). The
power of the technique proposed in this dissertation is shown in Figure 51, which
provides a graphical depiction of the proposed process flow.
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Figure 51. Flow diagram for determining strain- and/or temperature-dependent permittivity
and permeability. The green boxes denote values from the baseline structure. Light grey boxes
denote values from a mechanical/thermal FEM package. Utilizing these inputs, simple scripts
can be used to determine the new geometry, material properties, and equivalent circuit
parameters. These eventually lead to the definition of the metamaterial’s permittivity and
permeability for the given loading scenario.

4.2

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
This research effort marks an early attempt to fundamentally understand, and

quantifiably describe, metamaterial strain- and temperature-dependence. As such, there
remains ample fertile ground for future research. The following are just a few areas that
would provide significant benefit for the engineering community attempting to transition
metamaterials into a variety of systems and applications.
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4.2.1

Magnetic Metamaterials

Figure 52. Common design for Split-Ring Resonators (SRRs), which elicit a magnetic
response to EM waves. Picture on left is from [32] and picture on right is from [82].
The current effort focused on developing analytic expressions to describe the
strain- and temperature-dependence of an electrically resonant metamaterial. However,
magnetic resonators (such as those shown in Figure 52) are commonly used to excite a
magnetic response to EM waves and are utilized to create negative permeability and
negative index materials.
Analytically describing the strain- and temperature-dependence of the magnetic
resonators will require the development of:
a) A new circuit model for the unit cell
The magnetic resonator will require the development of a new equivalent
circuit model that captures its unique internal and external interactions. In
particular, it must capture the loop and cell-to-cell inductive interactions
that were not required for description of the electric resonator’s behavior.
Previous efforts in this area by Ricardo Marques’ group [43][83][84] are
likely to prove critical for this task.
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b) New equivalent circuit expressions
For the electric resonator, the expressions negated the effects of loop
inductance and mutual inductance between cells. However, these terms
dominate the behavior of magnetic resonators. It is anticipated that the
expressions for the capacitances and resistance, utilized for the current
effort, can be leveraged for this purpose.
c) A new analytic expression describing the permeability of the metamaterial
The standard expressions for permittivity and permeability assume DrudeLorentz-type resonant oscillation in the thin layer comprising the
metamaterial.

However, these forms are inexact and do not enable

description via equivalent circuit elements.

During this effort, the

electrical resonator’s wave impedance was utilized to develop a more
exact form of the expression.

Additionally, this form enabled direct

description via the circuit parameters.

To describe the behavior of

magnetic resonators, an equivalent expression for magnetic response must
be developed.
4.2.2

Off-Diagonal Permittivity and Permeability Terms
During the conduct of the current research effort, it was discovered when a

polarization-independent unit cell (left picture in Figure 53) is subjected to shear strains,
it will cause a rotation of the EM wave. In other words, this cell exhibits shear-dependent
off-diagonal terms in the permittivity and permeability tensors (they are equal to zero in
the unstrained state). However, there is currently no published work describing a process
for retrieving the off-diagonal permittivity and permeability terms from numerical
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simulations and/or empirical data (the only notable exception being the techniques from
[23][24] that rely on the simulated creation of physically unrealizable magnetic currents
to characterize fully bi-anisotropic structures).
Developing a parameter retrieval algorithm for off-diagonal terms will first require
a general solution to the Fresnel equations using anisotropic media. These results could
then be incorporated into the process detailed in [40][86] to create the appropriate
retrieval algorithm. Additionally, performing the retrieval process will require attaining
reflection and transmission data from 2 orthogonal polarizations.

Figure 53. On the left, a unit cell design that operates independent of polarization (assuming
normal incidence). In the center, a fully isotropic unit cell: same performance independent of
polarization and angle of incidence. Both courtesy of SensorMetrix [37]. On the right, a chiral
metamaterial [85], which requires the definition of the coupling tensors (ξ and ζ).

4.2.3

Terms in the Magneto-Electric Coupling Tensors
To develop a retrieval algorithm for the magnetoelectric coupling terms (ζ and ξ),

one must again visit the Fresnel equations, and further generalize the solution to include
bi-anisotropic media. It is hypothesized that a number of polarizations and/or angles of
incidence coupled with the degree of non-reciprocity (The differences in the reflection
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and transmission when the EM wave is propagated into and out of the plane of the
metamaterial sample; i.e. in the + and – Z-direction in Figure 7.) will provide a sufficient
number of equations with which to solve for the expanded set of unknowns required to
fully characterize the material system.
It is important to note that there are currently NO analytic expressions for the offdiagonal permittivity and permeability or any of the coupling terms.

4.2.4

Effective Compliance Matrices
Efficient calculation of the mechanical and electromagnetic response of complex,

composite parts is enabled via the utilization of continuum approaches.

For

metamaterials, the complex, subwavelength geometry of the unit cell implies effective
medium properties for the incident EM radiation. These effective medium properties are
the critical enabler for efficiently calculating ray-traces, and EM performance for large
structures containing many thousands of unit cells exhibiting a multitude of unique cell
designs.
Discretizing the mechanical and thermal models at the same level can enable
efficient and seamless translation between these disparate physics, enabling rapid,
physics-coupled optimization of load-bearing, EM-tailored structures for a variety of
applications.
As discussed in Section 2.4, the relative stiffness contribution of the constituent
layers (conductive traces and dielectric substrate) play a significant role in the straindependent EM response of metamaterial structures. Classical lamination theory, and
other insights from the composite’s industry may prove helpful in developing an overall
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unit cell compliance; the 4th order tensor linking applied stress and resultant strain. This
unit cell compliance could serve a critical role in enabling the metamaterial unit cell to
serve as the representative volume element for mechanical and thermal modeling.
Typical metamaterial geometries and material choices imply that these
compliance matrices will exhibit highly non-linear behavior. It is also paramount that
elastic limits in the constituent materials are discerned and implemented in the
mechanical modeling as feedback for any mechanical design and analysis activities.
Shear-lag models, modified to better accommodate the complexities of 3-D
problems with finite dimensions, could more accurately predict strain-transfer between
layers of the metamaterial structure. This would again serve as the bridge between strain
at the unit cell level (global deformation) and changes in the pertinent dimensions in the
equivalent circuit analytic expressions (local deformation).

4.2.5

Off-Resonant Structures
This research focused on analyzing a resonant metamaterial structure, at its

resonant frequency. However, many metamaterial structures are non-resonant, or operate
at frequencies far removed from the resonance. Many of these fit within the field of εonly structures, and maintain values of µ=1 and ε≥1 throughout the volume of interest.
Resonant structures can provide extraordinary values for ε and µ, and enable
strong interactions with EM waves over relatively few unit cells and exceedingly small
length-scales. On the other hand, non-resonant metamaterials enable the attainment of
exquisite, piece-wise control of the EM properties throughout the volume of a complex
structure. As a result, non-resonant metamaterial structures typically require an EM wave
to interact with 100s to 1000s of unit cells in order to create the designed ray tracing.
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As shown during this research, resonant metamaterial structures have
demonstrated significant strain- and temperature-sensitivities.

This proposed effort

would investigate the strain- and temperature-dependence of non-resonant metamaterial
structures. While each non-resonant unit cell may be relatively insensitive to mechanical
phenomena, the aggregation of the numerous interactions may lead to significant changes
in the bulk metamaterial’s EM performance. A significant question to address would be
whether a similar process could provide the accuracy and precision necessary to correctly
predict the propagation through 100s or 1000s of unit cells.
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APPENDIX: CONSISTENCY OF THE SAMPLE FRONT PLANE

The information regarding phase advance is critical for performing parameter
retrievals (using either modeling or test data) to determine the material’s EM constitutive
properties (permittivity and permeability). However, at the beginning of this effort, there
were significant concerns regarding the movement of the front plane during testing;
specifically during the switch between the calibration and test samples. If the front plane
moved significantly between samples, it would artificially shift the phase advance across
the cell, resulting in complications within the retrieval code and errors in the
interpretation of the test data.
The use of the relatively rigid mechanical loadframe helps to minimize a great
deal of flexibility in the system and provided a stable platform when switching samples.
However, the design of the wedge grips allowed a significant amount of rotational laxity
about the loadframe’s loading axis. To minimize the potential movement from this
degree of freedom, retro-reflective tape and a laser level (oriented to project a plane
vertically) were utilized to maintain a consistent orientation of the samples.
The following process was used to place the samples into the loadframe:
1)

The wedge grips are aligned with each other, using a thick piece of metal
plate-stock, and all mechanical connections within the load path are
tightened. This minimizes the potential for rotation of the sample, after
load is applied.

2)

The laser level is aligned with targets (lines) on the retro-reflective tape.
A major assumption of this process is that the loadframe provides a
consistent loading axis, while the laser level projects another line onto the
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wedge grips. Both lines now define a consistent plane in 3D space that
will be used for all subsequent alignment steps.
3)

The plate-stock is removed, and the calibration sample is placed in the
wedge grips. During the switch between samples, the loading axis is
assumed stationary, and the projected laser beam is used to align the retroreflective targets.

4)

Other samples can similarly be characterized, as long as the new samples
are the same thickness and the grips are again aligned with the laser level.

To ensure the quality and consistency of this alignment process, the Air Force
Research Laboratory/Space Vehicles Directorate’s Vicon™ IR (Infra-Red) Motion
Capture System [1] (camera depicted in Figure 54) was utilized to quantify the degree of
movement when switching between samples. The test sample was a 10mil thick piece of
spring steel. A low-stiffness sample was purposefully chosen in order to provide the
worst case potential for movement, as it was repeatedly switched in and out of the wedge
grips. The sample was outfitted with the two kinds of retro-reflective targets; spheres and
circles, as detailed in Figure 55. Three IR cameras were utilized to enable high-accuracy
triangulation of the retro-reflective targets.

Figure 54. Vicon™ IR Camera
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Figure 55. Sample for front-plane movement tests. Includes two kinds of retro-reflective
targets for increased confidence in the results; spheres and circles.
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Calibration of the Vicon™ system was relatively simple; a curved wand, with
retro-reflective targets and known dimensions, was waved within the test volume as the
cameras record the movement. The system then uses that data to determine the location
of each of the cameras. Once the positions of the cameras are known, the system can use
triangulation to determine locations during the actual test.
For these tests, data was taken at 120 Hz for 2 seconds. A baseline reading was
taken, followed by ten trials, each featuring a full removal, replacement, and alignment of
the test sample. Within each of the individual trials, the standard deviation in the data
was routinely below 0.01 mm (10-5 m).
Table 8 shows the results from the testing. All measurements are in mm. Note
the Standard Deviation and Delta (maximum difference between trials) near the bottom
of the table. Even for the spherical targets (which have lower spatial resolution in the Zdirection), all values are under 1mm. The testable frequency range for this project is 8.2
to 12.4 GHz. The freespace wavelength at 12.4 GHz is approximately 24 mm; meaning
that the maximum anticipated error due to front plane movement is on the order of λ/25.
A search of the literature and vendor websites [2-7] shows that an error of less than λ/20
is commonly used as the reference standard for delineating extremely high quality optics.
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S1
Z
Trail 0
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 4
Trial 5
Trial 6
Trial 7
Trial 8
Trial 9
Trial 10
Average
Standard deviation

S2
Z

57.24
57.18
57.27
57.21
57.04
57.01
56.92
56.97
56.96
56.62
57.04
0.19

S3
Z

57.77
57.76
57.67
57.89
57.71
57.73
57.77
57.73
57.72
58.35
57.81
0.20

S4
Z

56.37
55.80
56.37
56.50
56.07
56.28
56.06
56.23
56.37
56.77
56.28
0.26

D1
Z

57.24
57.70
57.71
57.52
57.52
57.18
57.55
57.75
57.33
56.98
57.45
0.26

D1
Z

49.24
48.90
49.34
49.40
49.07
49.17
49.07
49.25
49.26
49.50
49.22
0.17

D3
Z

49.12
49.29
49.38
49.37
49.15
48.99
49.16
49.34
49.08
49.04
49.19
0.14

D4

Planarity Check

Z
49.67
49.63
49.69
49.69
49.55
49.53
49.47
49.51
49.50
49.34
49.56
0.11

49.84
49.82
49.77
49.91
49.78
49.82
49.80
49.79
50.17
49.85
0.12

0.03
0.65
0.13
0.18
0.04
0.45
0.40
0.08
0.29
0.25
0.21

Min
Max
Delta

56.62 57.67 55.80 56.98 48.90 48.99 49.34 49.77
0.03
57.27 58.35 56.77 57.75 49.50 49.38 49.69 50.17
0.65
0.65 0.69 0.96 0.77 0.60 0.40 0.35 0.40
0.62
Table 8. Results from the testing with the Vison™ Motion Capture System. Trail 5, D4 is omitted
due to apparent obscuration issues during that particular trial. On the top row, “S” refers to a
spherical target and “D” stands for dot, referring to a flat, circular target. All measurements are
given in mm.

A check on the planarity of the sample was also performed, to further assess the
quality of the data. Three of the dot targets, for each trial, were used to define the plane
of the sample. The column to the far right of Table 8 shows the error between the plane
and the location of the fourth dot. As the table shows, all error values are significantly
less than 1mm.
Thus, the conclusion is that the alignment process provides the necessary
consistency to enable quality data during the microwave interrogations.
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